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1541
“than the master cryit ... nou heis, than the marynalis began to heis up the sail, crying heisau heisau.” (then
the master cried ... now haul, then the mariners began to haul up the sail, crying huzzah, huzzah.)

a little child shall lead them
This is, of course, a biblical quotation (isaiah xi.6), but it has been applied to the amphibious assault on
gibraltar in 1704 when nineteen hundred british and four hundred dutch marines landed on the isthmus
connecting the “rock” with mainland spain. well-ensconced spanish troops bravely repulsed repeated frontal
attacks until a young girl told colonel edward fox about a steep but unguarded pathway. led by the child, the
marines clambered up to outflank the defenders and take them by surprise.

a vessel and breaking
(if the waves roll over the vessel without breaking it is said to be a clear breach. [2] a whale leaping out of the
water, falling back at an angle, splashing and making a loud noise. (this may be a form of communication with
other whales, or may clean off some of the encrustations of parasites such as barnacles and lice.) [3] a gap or
opening made by breaking or battering a wall or fortification. [4] non-fulfillment of an obligation (e.g., breach of
contract; breach of promise). cf. breech.

aafsf
Amphibious assault fuel supply facility.

aam
Anti-aircraft missile.

abergele apparition
For centuries, and as recently as may 2008, people claim to have seen an antique ship sailing along the coast
off abergale in wales. eyewitness reports are strikingly similar. for example, on 31st january 2006, craig of
abergele reported, “i saw that ghost ship. it looked like a galleon but straight away in like 7 seconds it
disappeared into thin air” while, on 25th september that year, david patterson of rhyl said, “it looked like an old
galleon ... (but) disappeared after a few seconds.” local tradition holds that the apparition is twelfth century
gwennan gorn, a ship associated with a fascinating and amazing legend of pre–columbian discovery that may
or may not be true. in 1170, madoc, prince of snowdon in wales, and his step-brother rhiryd, lord of clochran in
ireland, rendezvoused at sea and set out westward into the unknown. both madoc’s gwennan gorn and riryd’s
pedr sant are said to have been “built of sturdy oak from ancient forest trees, with nails of stag’s horn to
protect the craft from the fatal attraction of magnetic islands.” some years later, madoc returned, told of the
discovery of a new land, recruited colonists, fitted out an expedition of ten ships, and returned to north
america. legend says the settlers gradually moved up the alabama and coosa rivers to the chattanooga area,
building forts along the way. the one at desoto falls, alabama, is said to be almost identical in setting, layout,
and method of construction to dolwyddelan castle in wales. three centuries on, the spanish reported with
surprise that some of the natives were already worshipping the christian cross when they arrived. later,
explorers discovered an unusual tribe living on the banks of the missouri. they were blue-eyed with fair skin;
their hair was blonde, red or brown; and instead of canoes they fished from boats made like the coracles of
wales. calling themselves mandans, their language contained so many welsh words that, in 1669, the rev.
morgan jones claimed he was able to preach the gospel in welsh to them. in a letter dated 1810, governor john
seiver of tennessee reported a conversation he had with oconostota, ruling chief of the cherokee nation,

abfs
Amphibious bulk fuel system.

absent without leave
Unauthorized absence from the place of duty. (former usn terminology was “absent without official leave,” and
its acronym was often used verbally and pronounced “a-wol.”)

abyssal hills
A tract of small elevations on the floor of the abyss.

abyssal plain
The flat, deep ocean floor. it is almost featureless because a thick layer of sediment covers the hills and
valleys of the ocean basin below it.

accident boat
A small boat kept swung out for rapid lowering in the event of a person overboard. also rescue boat.

accouterments
Equipment other than clothing and weapons.

ace high
Usn designation of a tropospheric forward- scatter communications system. acey-deucey: a board game
similar to backgammon, popular in the usn.



acockbill
Describes [1] an anchor hanging at the cathead ready to let go. [2] square-rig yards angled randomly as a sign
of mourning. see also blue paint, mourning salute, yards apeak.

acoustic baffle
Sonar arrays are extremely sensitive to underwater noise and have to be protected from propeller cavitation,
wake disturbance, machinery noise, and other sounds generated by the vessel. to this end a sound-
attenuating shield or baffle is placed between hull-mounted sonar and the propulsion system (see baffle zone).

acoustic mine
Device which is detonated by sound waves such as those generated by a ship’s propellers.

acoustic torpedo
A sound-guided torpedo— “passive” versions home in on sounds emanating from the target; “active” versions
rely on the reflected sound of their own emissions.

acoustic warfare
[1] the use of underwater acoustic energy to search for, locate, intercept, record, analyze, and exploit hostile
radiated acoustic energy. [2] to mount countermeasures that prevent or impede enemy use of the underwater
acoustic spectrum. 17 acoustic

action information center
See combat information center. action stations!: rn call for the ship’s company to go to battle positions (cf.
general quarters).

active endeavor
The mission of nato’s operation active endeavour is to intercept, escort, protect, disrupt and deter criminal
activity that may support terrorist activities. navies from germany, greece, italy, netherlands, spain, turkey, the
uk and u.s. patrol the eastern mediterranean, monitoring thousands of ships against narcotics trafficking,
human smuggling, arms and radioactive materials. attempts to extend the operation into the black sea (which
serves many insurgent groups as a main smuggling route) have so far been vetoed by turkey and russia— the
former to avoid diluting the terms of the montreux treaty, the latter to keep nato away from its southern frontier.

active list
Rn document recording officers on active duty.

active sonar
Anti-submarine technologies that emit pulses of sound (known as “pings”) into the ocean, and then listen for
reflections (echoes) in order to paint a snapshot picture of all objects within their range. cf. passive sonar.

addled
[1] in common language, to be muddled, confused, or rotten. [2] obsolete, seaman’s term for “fresh” water that
had gone putrid in the cask. from old english adela = filth.

adjacent zone
Waters immediately beyond territorial limits over which a nation claims customs enforcement or fishing rights.

adjustable pitch
Ability to alter the pitch of an aerial or marine propeller to improve efficiency and to increase or decrease
speed. also controllable pitch, and more fully described under variable pitch.

administrative shipping
Support vessels capable of transporting troops and cargo from origin to destination, but that cannot be loaded
or unloaded without non-organic personnel and/or equipment (e.g., cargo handling personnel, stevedores,
piers, barges, cranes, materials handling equipment, etc.).

administrative weapons specialist
Usn enlisted derogatory slang for a yeoman or other sailor with purely administrative duties. not usually used
when the sailor in question has a regular warfare or weapons qualification.

admiral of the fleet
This british rank probably originated in the middle ages, but the first recorded appointment was in 1690. when
the royal navy was divided into three squadrons (see admirals in the royal navy) the admiral of the fleet was
supreme commander of the assembled squadrons, each of which was commanded by a full admiral. until 1827
the head of the royal navy was called admiral of the fleet, then the position became first sea lord. the rank was
placed in abeyance in 1996, but incumbents nonetheless retain the title for life. see also fleet admiral.

admiral of the navy
This united states navy rank, generally considered to be six-star equivalent, was created specifically for
admiral george dewey by act of congress in march 1903, with the proviso that it would exist for his lifetime. the
award was retroactive to 1st may 1898 when then commodore dewey fought the battle of manila bay,
commanding a fleet of modern armored cruisers which so far outgunned his opponent’s antiquated and
decrepit wooden ships that the encounter was more of a slaughter than a battle. dewey died in 1917 and the
rank lapsed accordingly.

admiral popov
The first of two extraordinary russian warships built in the 1870s to the revolutionary circular design of
vice-admiral a. a. popov. the 3,533-ton vessel was completely round, armed with two 12-inch (300 mm) guns in



a central circular rotating barbette, a design intended to provide a stable firing platform. she was powered by
eight engines driving six propellers. not surprisingly, the ships were unseaworthy and almost unmanageable.

admirals in the royal navy
The first english admiral is believed to have been william de leyburn, appointed by king edward i in 1297 with
the title admiral of the sea of the king of england. the subordinate positions of vice and rear admiral were not
introduced until the 16th century; initially as appointments to command the white (van) and blue (rear)
squadrons rather than official ranks. by 1743, squadrons had become much larger, so each was divided into
three sections and for the next sixty-two years there were rear-admirals, vice-admirals, and admirals in each of
three colors (see british ensigns). promotion was based on seniority, and the only way to advance was for a
vacancy to be created by promotion, death, or resignation. the nine-step flag rank hierarchy was based on a
combination of grade and squadron, running from rear-admiral of the blue as the most junior flag officer, to
admiral of the red as the senior: rear squadron lead squadron center squadron 1. rear-admiral 2. rear-admiral
3. rear-admiral (blue) (white) (red) 4. vice-admiral 5. vice-admiral 6. vice admiral (blue) (white) (red) 7. admiral
8. admiral 9. admiral (blue) (white) (red) then, as explained by michael lewis in the navy of britain (london,
george allen & unwin, 1948), a clerical mistake introduced a tenth grade: the man who commanded the whole
also commanded the central—and therefore the most important— squadron, the red.... he was therefore, in
practice both admiral of the fleet and admiral of the red. but since it is always a man’s tendency to use the
highest title to which he has a right, he almost always called himself by the former name.... the tenth kind of
flag officer—admiral of the red as distinct from admiral of the fleet—was only introduced, as the result of an
error, in 1805. in 1864, the color-coding was abandoned and the number of flag ranks was reduced to the
current three, excluding the now dormant admiral of the fleet.

admirals in the united states navy
Having just overthrown a monarchy, and being imbued with ideals of equality, congress was initially reluctant
to introduce the title of admiral which it felt would create an “aristocracy of the sea” unsuitable for a nascent
republic. until the huge naval expansion of the civil war there were no flag officers, with captains in command
of squadrons being temporarily awarded the courtesy title of commodore. permanent commodores (1-star) and
rear admirals (2-stars) were introduced in 1862, followed by vice admirals (3-stars) in 1864, and full admirals
(4-stars) in 1866. in 1891, however, the two senior ranks were allowed to lapse. eight years later, the
permanent rank of commodore was abolished leaving only rear admirals, who were divided into upper and
lower halves, with pay differences, but both wearing two stars. in 1915, with world war i raging, the
commanders- in-chief of the atlantic, pacific and asiatic fleets were awarded the temporary rank of admiral,
and their seconds-in-command that of vice admiral. a year later the chief of naval operations was also given
temporary admiral rank. however, the navy register continued to list these officers in their permanent grade of
rear admiral. it was not until july 1941, with world war ii looming over the united states, that congress
authorized president roosevelt to award permanent commissions to three and four star admirals. in april 1943,
the rank of commodore (1-star) was re-established for the duration of the war, after which it again lapsed. see
also commodore admiral and table 15. admiral’s watch: informal usn term for the second dog watch when the
embarked flag officer traditionally visits the bridge to chat with the vessel’s commanding officer. 19 admiral’s

admiralship
The combination of character traits and professional skills that allows a naval commander to develop
successful strategies and tactics.

admiralty sweep
A wide, cautious turn, made to come alongside another vessel or a jetty.

aegis
A highly automated shipborne combat weapons control system. modern anti-ship missiles, coordinated to
arrive simultaneously on a designated target, can be launched from air, surface, and submarine platforms lying
well beyond the horizon. recognizing that countering this threat demands exceptional firepower, reaction time,
and operational availability, the usn developed a system which integrates sensors and weapons to detect and
engage multiple (up to 200) airborne targets simultaneously, at heights from wave-top to directly overhead,
and at speeds from subto supersonic—christening it aegis after the mythical protective breastplate worn by
greek gods zeus and athena. capable of operation in all weather conditions, resistant to chaff or jamming,
aegis can currently provide area defense for an entire strike group, together with a clear picture for the
effective deployment of aircraft. the system is being enhanced to provide theatre-wide protection against
ballistic missile attacks by terrorists or rogue states.

aeo
Aircraft engineering officer [rn].

aerofoil
A surface designed to produce lift when air passes over it. aircraft wings and propellers, and helicopter blades
are examples. also airfoil.

aerography
Usn term for weather forecasting.

afloat prepositioning
Refers to the forward deployment— near a potential crisis area, or to support amphibious operations—of
merchantmen tacticallyloaded with equipment, supplies, and ammunition.



afoul
Entangled.

aft/after
At or towards the back of a vessel. in nautical terminology, aft is an adverb and after is an adjective as in “let
us go aft to the after cabin.”

after ladder
Stairs leading to a sailing ship’s officers’ quarters and only used by them.

afterguard
[1] sailing warship term for seamen and landsmen assigned to sail-handling on poop and quarterdeck. [2] term
for the owner, captain, or navigator of a yacht. [3] infrequently used to refer to a merchantman’s officers.

aftermath
The government feared a wider uprising similar to the french revolution, hence retribution was rapid and
brutal. parker was convicted of treason and piracy, and hanged from the yardarm of hms sandwich where he
had started the mutiny. twentynine subordinate leaders were also hanged, while others of the sandwich crew
were flogged, imprisoned, or transported to australia. crews that had refused to defect to france were
pardoned without punishment. news of the mutinies spread around the fleets and led gravel 138 to minor
incidents off spain, ireland, and south africa. these were contained by their officers, but a major mutiny
occurred in september aboard hms hermione.

afternoon effect
Reduction in sonar effectiveness caused by the sun warming the sea surface.

age of sail
This term could be considered an oxymoron, since ships with sails have existed from pre-history to the present
day. however, a eurocentric view holds that the “great” age of sail began in the mid–15th century—when
europeans began to embark on worldwide voyages—lasting until the mid–19th when iron and steam
superseded wood and wind in commercial trade and naval warfare.

age of tide
The time lapse between a transit of the moon and the resultant tide. also retard of tide.

aghulas current
A current that flows through the mozambique channel to the aghulas bank and then southward.

agonic line
A line on the earth’s surface connecting points of zero magnetic variation.

aguardiente
[1] in spain and portugal, an inferior brandy, often supplied to british warships before rum became standard
issue. [2] in spanish america, a coarse, potent liquor, based on sugar cane and sometimes flavored with anise.
(contraction of spanish agua = water + ardiente = burning.)

aiguillettes
Ornamental braided loops or cords worn as identification by aides-de-camp, the style designating the rank or
status of their principals.

air and naval gunfire liaison company
A group of u.s. naval and marine personnel that controls naval gunfire and close air support from an
amphibious beachhead. air bedding!: command to bring bedding on deck for exposure to sun and wind.

air boss
The watchkeeper responsible for safe operations on an aircraft carrier’s flight deck, including the placement of
aircraft, operation of catapults and arresting gear, and firefighting when required. air bunting!: command to
hoist signal flags for drying in the wind.

air burst
A nuclear explosion high enough to avoid interaction with ground or water, thereby reducing fallout.

air capable
Said of a vessel that can launch or land aircraft or provide them with logistic support. may be equipped with
cranes for seaplane recovery, or have a landing pad from which helicopters or v/stol aircraft can be launched
and recovered without the need for flight deck, catapults or arresting gear.

air course
A longitudinal ventilation channel running along the side of a wooden sailing vessel to prevent mildew and rot
of frames and planking.

air cover
The use of military aircraft to provide protection against attack by enemy aircraft during ground or naval
operations.

air cushion vessel
See ground-effect vessel.

air frame
The structural components of an aircraft, excluding its engines.



air independent propulsion
Before the advent of nuclear power, submariners were eager to free their boats from the need to surface or
use snorkels to access the atmospheric oxygen demanded by the internal combustion engines that charged
their batteries. 21 air this requirement still exists with small submersibles for littoral operations where nuclear
would be too expensive. during the 1930s the german kriegsmarine experimented with hydrogen peroxide
(h2o2) as an oxidant, but it proved too unstable creating a safety hazard. currently, developers are pursuing
four generic approaches to augment or replace diesel-electric propulsion systems: 1. closed-cycle diesel
engines with stored liquid oxygen. 2. closed-cycle steam turbines. 3. stirling-cycle engines with external
combustion. 4. hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells.

air traffic controller
Naval air traffic controllers perform duties similar to those of civilian counterparts and play a key role in the
effective use of naval airpower. they may be enlisted/ratings, or limited duty commissioned officers.

airdale
Usn slang for a naval aviator. also airedale.

alaska current
A counter-clockwise current that follows the coast of canada to alaska.

albatrosses
There are many varieties of this member of the petrel family including the mollymawk and wandering albatross.
the latter is the largest of all flying birds, with a wingspan of up to five meters (15 feet), weighing up to 11
kilograms (24 lbs), and flying at up to 53 km/h (33 mph). completely oceanic, they land only to lay eggs and
raise chicks. sailors believe that killing one is an horrendous maritime crime which will bring disaster to the
ship committing the murder. this is because seamen have long believed that when a shipmate dies, his body
goes to davy jones’ locker, but his soul is transferred to an albatross whose supernatural nature seems to be
confirmed when it is seen to remain aloft without flapping its wings for days on end (using the technique of
“dynamic soaring” to exploit and glide over cross-currents of air). since world war ii, the albatross has been
losing its fight for existence. pirate fishermen troll for toothfish, their principal food, with long lines that trap and
drown the birds as well as destroying their food supply. (see alsomother carey’s chickens.)

aldis lamp
A hand-held morse code signaling device used by ships and aircraft. alecton’s monster: in november 1861,
cruising off the canary islands, under sail with her auxiliary propulsion machinery silent, the crew of alecton—a
french navy paddle-wheel “aviso” (courier boat)— sighted a strange creature with a long tail, multiple arms,
and eyes the size of dinner plates. cannon and musket fire missed the animal, but they chased and came
close enough to harpoon it, then throw the bight of a rope around its mantle. however, when they tried to haul
the creature inboard, the rope cut through its soft tissue and all they recovered was the tail, which alecton’s
captain delivered to the french consul at tenerife who forwarded it to the academy of sciences in paris. being
unable to identify the specimen, the academy’s scientists ridiculed alecton’s report as either fabricated or the
result of mass hallucination. one academician, arthur mangin, proclaimed that no man of science should give
credence to such stories, because, “...the existence of such a creature would contradict the great laws of
harmony and equilibrium which have sovereign rule over living nature....” in fact, it may well have been a giant
squid (see appendix).

aleutian current
An easterly-flowing north pacific current that divides to form the north-flowing alaska current and the south-
flowing california current.

alist
Leaning to one side, listing.

all balls
Usn enlisted slang for an all-male crew.

alleyway
British merchant navy term for a ship’s interior corridor. the rn uses “alley” and the usn term is “passageway”
(see burma road and ships versus houses).

alnav
Usn prefix indicating the following message applies to all naval personnel.

alongside replenishment
Since world war ii, the most common method of replenishment at sea. the supply ship holds a steady course,
the receiving ship comes alongside and conforms to the other’s speed. a messenger line is then used to pull
across transfer lines and a telephone link. the operation is risky. with two or three ships running side-by-side,
even a slight speed or steering error could be disastrous. see also vertical replenishment and astern fuelling.

alphabets
See phonetic alphabet, signal flags, and tables 8 and 11.

amain
An archaic term meaning with full force, at once, or suddenly.



american bureau of shipping
Founded in 1862 and based in houston, texas, with regional offices in london, singapore, and dubai, abs is
one of the “big three” in ship classification, the others being lloyd’s register and det norske veritas. america’s
cup: an ornate silver trophy, presented to the winner of the world’s most prestigious sailing competition which
circles nine times around the isle of wight off the south coast of england. originally called the royal yacht
squadron cup, it was renamed after the u.s. schooner america which won the first contest in 1851. from then
until 1983 it remained in american hands; the longest winning streak in sporting history.

amphibious assault
An operation in which an attack is launched from seaward against a hostile shore. after marines or
sea-transported soldiers have secured a beachhead, the attack becomes a conventional military ground
operation. 23 amphibious

amphibious demonstration
An amphibious operation conducted as a feint to deceive enemy forces and divert them away from other
operations.

amphibious flagship
During world war ii, wanting to remove tactical force commanders and their staffs from overcrowded combat
ships, the usn converted a number of merchantmen and naval vessels to serve as floating command posts
during largescale amphibious operations in the pacific. see also command ship and lcc.

amphibious lift
The carrying capacity of assault shipping assigned to an amphibious operation, expressed in terms of
personnel, vehicles, and weight (or measurement) of supplies.

amphibious operation
A military operation that uses the flexibility and mobility of water transport to launch (preferably surprise)
assaults, raids, or demonstrations from ships at sea against hostile or potentially hostile ground forces, or to
extract friendly forces from a hostile shore the complexity of such operations demands closely coordinated
efforts by specially trained sea, air, and ground forces.

amphibious raid
A type of amphibious operation involving swift incursion of a hostile objective, followed by scheduled
withdrawal after temporary occupation.

amphibious ready group
A usn formation usually consisting of a helicopter carrier and several amphibious assault ships with embarked
marines.

amphibious ship
A vessel designed to transport supplies, put them on shore, and support forces engaged in amphibious
operations. capable of being loaded or unloaded by naval personnel without external equipment or assistance.
may have a floodable well deck.

amphibious transport dock
A ship with embarked landing craft, amphibious vehicles, and helicopters to land troops, equipment, and
supplies.

amphibious warfare
The use of naval forces to project military power onto a hostile shore, requiring the coordination of aviation,
firepower, transport, and logistics.

amphibious withdrawal
The seaward extraction of friendly forces from a hostile or potentially hostile shore. this is the most complex of
all military maneuvers.

amphibiousness
The ability to operate on land or water.

amphitrite
This greek goddess, who was one of the oceanides, personifies the sea, of which she is queen. she is usually
depicted in a seashell chariot drawn by marine animals, and homer calls her “she who beats the billows
against the rocks, and has the creatures of the deep in her care.” according to legend, she was abducted by
dolphins and carried to poseidon who married her. she is an important figure in the “crossing-the-line”
ceremony. amphitrite is not to be confused with aphrodite, who is not a sea-goddess despite the legend of her
origin.

anchor bed
Permanent chocks which hold a stored anchor in place.

anchor bell
A warning bell rung by anchored ships during poor visibility.

anchor lights
See riding lights.



anchoromachus
A barge-like boat of the middle ages, used for transporting anchors and naval stores. anchor’s afoul!: report
that the anchor cable is caught around the fluke, or that another object is caught around the anchor. anchor’s
apeak!: report that the anchor is under the hawse. anchor’s atrip!: report that the anchor has broken out of the
ground. amphibious 24 anchor’s aweigh!: [1] report that the anchor has been hoisted clear of the bottom, at
which point the vessel is underway, but does not necessarily have way on. [2] unofficial anthem of the usn
(see march music). anchor’s clear!: report that the anchor is not foul or otherwise obstructed. anchor’s in
sight!: report that the anchor is visible coming out of the water. immediately followed by a report that the
anchor is either clear or fouled.

and four points to the side indicated
(i.e., between relative bearings 45° and 315°). [2] when not so qualified, straight ahead (but seldom used, the
term dead ahead being preferred). on the double!: command to do something quickly or move rapidly (also “at
the double”).

anderson turn
See person overboard.

andrew millar
A notorious crimp (person who entrapped seamen to be pressed into naval service, usually offering to
advance money, then plying the victim with liquor, persuading him to sign articles while intoxicated, and
delivering him on board stripped of all valuables). so many sailors came into the service through his efforts that
it seemed as though he personally owned it. to this day, royal navy personnel informally call their service “the
andrew.”

angary
The right under international law of a belligerent to destroy, seize, force into service, or otherwise use the
vessels or goods of neutral nations, subject to compensation of the owners.

angled deck
Developed by captain (later rear admiral) d. r. f. campbell rn, and adopted by the usn, the angled flight deck
has enormous operational advantages. it allows aircraft to be launched while others are landing, and it clears
the forward section of the flight deck for use as an aircraft park. it also allows aircraft missing the arrester
wires to take off and fly around for another try—previously they would either crash into a barrier, or miss it to
destroy parked aircraft or injure flight deck personnel.

angles and dangles
Usn submariner slang for placing the boat in extreme up/down attitudes shortly after leaving port to see if
anything breaks loose. loose objects can then be stowed or tightened to avoid unwanted noise while on patrol.

anglico
Air & naval gunfire liaison company. anglo-german naval agreement: in june 1935, without consulting the other
signatories of the treaty of versailles, britain attempted to appease hitler by negotiating a bilateral agreement
giving germany the right to build a navy beyond the limits of the treaty. the total tonnage of the kriegsmarine
(fighting navy) was allowed to increase to 35 percent of that of the royal navy, and remain permanently at that
level. more significantly, britain agreed that germany could build a u-boat fleet equal to the total submarine
tonnage of the commonwealth—a decision it would regret (see battle of the atlantic).

antifoulant
Preparation painted on a hull to discourage barnacles, teredo worms and other undesirable growths.

antigallicans
Additional backstays rigged temporarily on square-rigged merchantmen when running before the trade winds.
they were unnecessary on warships, which were more heavily stayed in the first place.

antilles current
This flow originates in the west indies and joins the florida current to form the gulf stream.

antipodean day
The twenty-four hours gained when eastbound or lost when westbound on crossing the international date line,
which follows (approximately) the meridian of 180°.

antirecovery device
A mechanism incorporated into a mine or missile which causes it to detonate if disturbed.

antisubmarine air support
Flight operations to protect a specific force or convoy against hostile underwater forces. close air support is
normally provided within 80 nautical miles of the protected force. distant air support is further from, but still
directly related to, the specific force.

antisubmarine barrier
A line of static devices or 25 antisubmarine mobile units formed to detect, deny passage to, or destroy, hostile
underwater forces.

antisubmarine screen
An arrangement of ships and/or aircraft for the protection of a force or unit against underwater attack.



antisweep mine
A small explosive device designed to make minesweeping more difficult. when the sweep wire makes contact
the mine slides along it until it strikes and is detonated by the sweep. anti-torpedo net device: a net suspended
from booms on british merchantmen during world war ii. it was intended to catch or explode torpedoes at a
safe distance from the hull (the author can confirm that it worked, if not this book might never have been
produced!). usually known as and gear.

any port in a storm
This metaphor, which equates to “beggars can’t be choosers,” obviously has a nautical origin.

anzio landing
The allied amphibious assault on anzio, italy in 1944 was code-named shingle. the invasion force arrived
without detection and landed with virtually no opposition. however, as was demonstrated at calamita bay in
1854 and gallipoli (suvla bay) in 1915, a strange lethargy sometimes comes over the commanders of
unopposed landings. only two understrength and exhausted german divisions were nearby and the road to
rome lay open, but u.s. generals clark and lucas decided to wait for heavy weapons, tanks, supplies, and
reserve troops to land. churchill was exasperated, saying “i thought we were hurling a wildcat onto the shore,
but all we got was a stranded whale!” by the fourth day, the panicked germans had rushed reinforcements
from northern italy, southern france, yugoslavia, and germany itself. although aware of this, lucas was still
intent on building up his own force. when supreme allied commander, british general alexander, urged him to
advance, he replied “i will not be stampeded.” it was not until the ninth day that he launched his offensive, and
by then it was far too late. counter-attacks drove the anglo-americans back to their beachhead where, for
three months, they suffered the privations of trench warfare, under continuous observation, swept by gunfire,
and pummeled by aerial bombardment.

aphrodite
This goddess of erotic love (who is not to be confused with poseidon’s wife amphitrite). was a nymphomaniac
who had affairs with virtually every male god in the greek pantheon, as well as most of the great heroes, and a
large number of ordinary mortals. there are conflicting myths about her genesis. homer says she was the
daughter of the chief greek god zeus and an oceeanide named dione; but hesiod tells us she sprang from
frothy bubbles which gathered about the severed genitals of uranus as they floated on the sea towards the
island of cyprus (her name supports hesiod’s version, because aphros means sea foam in greek).

apple stern
A rounded stern sometimes found on dutch sailing vessels. apple-pie order: neat and precise. there are
numerous theories as to the origin of this phrase, two of the most likely being cap-a-pie from the french for
head-to-toe (describing a knight in perfect armor) or nappe pliee, also french (describing well-folded linen).

appurtenances
Under admiralty law, all equipment and tackle belonging to and essential to the use of a vessel for its intended
purpose. the marine insurance term is apparel.

aqualung
An underwater breathing device, invented by captain jacques cousteau and french engineer emile gagnon in
1943 to enable divers to operate independently of surface support. this was one of the earliest examples of
scuba, which has since been considerably improved to allow dives of longer duration and greater depth. also
hyphenated (aqua-lung) and two words (aqua lung).

arbalest
[1] stone-throwing naval artillery of the classical era. [2] a medieval missile launcher designed on the principle
of the crossbow. also arbalest.

arch of steel
The tradition of brother officers forming two lines and raising swords to create an archway at a shipmate’s
nuptials is said to symbolize their commitment to protect the couple throughout their married life. the weapons
are presented with cutting edges upward in the guard position, facing away from the newly-weds as they walk
underneath. although not traditional, non-commissioned personnel sometimes form such an arch with
bayonets or cutlasses.

archipelagic sea lanes passage
The right of continuous and expeditious transit through and over archipelagic waters via routes normally used
for navigation and overflight.

arctic circle
An imaginary line drawn along the southern limit of the north frigid zone (approximately latitude 66°33`n).

arctic current
Another name for the west greenland current.

are threefold
[1] aerial and surface combat, to destroy enemy naval forces. [2] blockade, to neutralize enemy naval and
merchant shipping, by confining them to their ports, or destroying them if they venture forth. [3] amphibious
operations, when necessary to invade enemy territory. in the 21st century, all three are increasingly dependent
on the command of space. [4] another possibility, attempted by germany in both world wars, is to mount a
guerre de course.



arizona memorial
This pearl harbor relic commemorates the site where world war ii began for the united states and is the final
resting place for 1,777 of uss arizona’s crew killed during the surprise japanese attack on december 7, 1941.
article 1282 of navy regulations directs all persons on deck between sunrise and sunset to come to attention
and render hand salutes when passing the semi-submerged battleship. in fact most usn and uscg warships
and many foreign ones go beyond individual honors and man the rails as they pass. although arizona is not a
commissioned vessel of war she has special dispensation to fly the national ensign on a staff attached to the
severed remains of her mainmast.

arm badges
There are specific rules concerning on which sleeve rate and rating badges are to be worn. [1] the royal navy
introduced substantive petty officer rate badges to be worn on the left sleeve in 1827, then added
non-substantive specialty rating (trade) badges to be worn on the right sleeve in 1860. [2] the u.s. navy
changed the positioning of rate badges several times: • regulations of february 1841 introduced the petty
officer’s badge (known familiarly as the crow). boatswain’s mates, gunner’s mates, carpenter’s mates, ship’s
stewards, and ship’s cooks, were to wear an eagle and anchor on the right sleeve. quartermasters,
quartergunners, captains of fore-castle, corporals and captains of the hold were to wear the same device on
the left. • regulations of december 1866 specified that petty officers of the starboard watch should wear their
rate badges on the right sleeve, while those of the port watch should wear them on the left. at this time
specialty marks were added to the enlisted men’s uniform, consisting of the tools or instruments used in
performing specific duties. • regulations of january 1913 cancelled the identification by watch and ordered
petty officers of the seaman branch to wear their rate badges on the right, all other petty officers on the left. •
in april 1949 right arm rates were disestablished by the usn.

armed forces
The military forces of a nation. its naval, air, and land services.

armed guard
Naval gun crews assigned to protect u.s. merchant vessels in time of war (cf. dems).

armor belt
A strip of lightly-armored compartments girdling a ship’s hull just above and below the waterline. when struck
by a torpedo, the outer armor detonates the device before it penetrates the inner plating, thereby minimizing
damage. also known as side protection or torpedo belt.

armored cruiser
Former usn designation of a battlecruiser.

armory
[1] place where weapons are stored, an arsenal. [2] place where weapons are manufactured.

arms control
See anglo-german naval agreement, versailles treaty, and washington naval agreement.

arret de prince
See restraint of princes.

arse
[1] the area at the choke end of a block through which the fall emerges. [2] the human buttocks or, more
crudely, the anus.

article 22
Military hospital ships, that is to say, ships built or equipped by the powers specially and solely with a view to
assisting the wounded, sick and shipwrecked, to treating them and to transporting them, may in no
circumstances be attacked or captured, but shall at all times be respected and protected, on condition that
their names and descriptions have been notified to the parties to the conflict ten days before those ships are
employed. the characteristics which must appear in the notification shall include registered gross tonnage, the
length from stem to stern and the number of masts and funnels.

article 43
The ships ... shall be distinctively

as one ton
(a) gross tonnage is a measure of the total internal volume of the ship, with the exception of machinery
spaces, bridge/navigation spaces, and other minor spaces essential to its operation; (b) net tonnage
expresses the vessel’s earning capacity by deducting space not available for the carriage of passengers or
cargo; (c) freight tonnage is another method of calculating volume capacity by determining the ship’s
container-carrying capability in terms of twenty-foot equivalent units (two teu = one freight ton). • weight
measurement is expressed in long tons or in metric tonnes, calculated by multiplying the volume of the hull
below the waterline (i.e., the quantity of water it displaces) by the density of that water. weight measurements
are not “tonnage” in the proper sense, although they are often referred to as such. (a) lightweight tonnage is
the weight of the merchantman’s structure when empty; (b) deadweight tonnage is the difference between
loaded displacement and lightweight tonnage, thus representing the weight of cargo, fuel, water ballast, fresh
water, stores, crew, passengers and luggage; (c) displacement tonnage is almost exclusively used for
warships. it is further subdivided by the washington naval treaty as follows: i. standard, which is defined as:
complete, fully manned, engined, and equipped ready for sea, including all armament and ammunition,



equipment, outfit, provisions and fresh water for crew, miscellaneous stores and implements of every
description that are intended to be carried in war, but without fuel or reserve feed water on board. ii. full load,
which adds fuel and reserve feed water to the standard definition: iii. normal, as used by the usn and nato,
which allows two-thirds supply of stores and fuel, and is regarded as an average operational displacement.

ascending mine
A submerged floating mine that rises or cuts its cable, based on elapsed time or when it detects a potential
target.

ashcan
Usn slang for a depth charge.

assault area
The area in amphibious operations that embraces transport and landing ship areas, lines of departure, boat
lanes, landing beaches, and fire support areas.

assault craft
Vessels or amphibious vehicles employed principally for landing troops and equipment during the assault
phase of amphibious operations.

assault group
Sub-division of an attack force, consisting of naval units designed to protect, transport, place on shore, and
support a landing force.

assault phase
[1] in a seaborne operation; the period between landing the amphibious task force and consolidation of an
initial beachhead. [2] in an airborne operation; the period between air delivery of the assault echelon and
consolidation of an initial airhead.

astern refueling
The transfer of fuel at sea during which the receiving ship keeps station astern of the delivering ship. see
underway replenishment, replenishment at sea.

asw and aaa weaponry and operate
[1] offensively demi- 96 with strike forces and hunter-killer antisubmarine groups. [2] defensively to screen
convoys and task forces against submarine, air, or surface attack . [3] in support of amphibious operations.

asw screen
Ships and aircraft patrolling ahead of a main force to protect it against underwater attack.

at loggerheads
To quarrel or be at strife with someone. there are two credible explanations of the origin of this term. [1] in the
15th and 16th centuries, a loggerhead was a big long-handled ladle used to pour boiling liquids onto a
grappled enemy. when both sides were doing this, they were literally at loggerheads. [2] later, the loggerhead
was a heavy iron ball mounted on an iron shaft, used to heat pitch for caulking. being readily available on
deck, a couple of them could be seized as weapons in disputes between seamen, who thus found themselves
at loggerheads. at rest!: usn command to adopt an informal stance. posture is relaxed, right foot remains in
place, but body movement and quiet talking are permitted. (the equivalent rn command is “stand easy!”)

ataut
[1] said of rigging that is in place and tightly drawn without give or slack. [2] said of a vessel that is shipshape.
from the ancient phrase “all ataut-o.”

atlantic air gap
That area too distant from north america, iceland, or great britain to be covered by air support during the battle
of the atlantic (1939–1945). there, german u-boats enjoyed freedom of surface movement and assembled in
extremely large wolfpacks that overwhelmed convoy escorts. despite desperate pleas from the admiralty, the
royal air force consistently refused to divert long range aviation from strategic bombing to convoy protection.
shipping losses in the gap, which had been heavy at all times, became cripplingly so during the winter of
1942–43, leading the raf to finally provide suitable aircraft. more importantly, escort carriers began to be
deployed in hunter-killer groups and, by 1944, virtually every convoy enjoyed air cover.

atrip
Said of [1] a sail, hoisted to the cap, sheeted home, and ready to be trimmed. [2] a yard, swayed up and ready
to have the stops cut. [3] an anchor, that has just broken ground and is aweigh.

attack center
A submarine’s combat engagement center.

attack force
All the ships, aircraft, and personnel assigned to an amphibious assault.

attack submarine
A military submersible designed and armed to locate and destroy hostile shipping, usually with torpedoes. see
also hunter-killer.



attend the side
To provide a guard of honor, the officer of the day or watch assembles the quartermaster, corporal of the
watch, side boys, and quarterdeck messengers at the gangway to greet or say farewell to a visiting officer or
dignitary. also known as tend the side (usn) or man the side (rn), and see side honors.

atvb
All the very best [salutation].

australia current
Part of the south equatorial current that branches off near the fiji islands to flow to the east coast of australia.

automatic fire suppression
A damage control system which detects, isolates, and contains outbreaks of fire with minimal human
intervention.

autonomous operation
A mode in which the unit commander assumes full operational responsibility for a ship or other unit which has
lost contact with higher echelons.

aviation midshipman
This almost-forgotten and little-understood usn title existed for about five years during the immediate
post–world war ii period. the appointment was devised as a means of rapidly replacing seasoned combat pilots
who were then returning to civilian life by the thousand. aviation midshipmen wore wings but no rank insignia,
did not get service credit, and were not commissioned as ensigns until completion of two years service, during
which time they were assigned to the fleet and treated as officers. some flew combat missions in the korean
war (where three were killed in action), several became astronauts (including neil armstrong, first person on
the moon), and eighteen eventually reached flag rank.

aviation readiness
A process to ensure the combat- worthiness of naval aviation by providing the right logistic support elements
at the right time within current budgetary constraints. elements include such items as maintenance efficiency,
personnel training and support, material and equipment supply, physical facilities, computer resources, etc.

aviation readiness evaluation
A bi-annual evaluation preceding the certification of air-capable usn ships.

aviation support
When army aviation or air force units are embarked on united states navy or coast guard air-capable vessels,
the ship provides the combined benefits of landing zone, maintenance and work areas, fuel farm, air
operations planning facilities, and command and control, while also providing for sustainment, creature
comforts, and daily necessities. the shipboard environment demands the ultimate in teamwork. at any time
there can be an event that may affect every person embarked. navy and coast guard regulations set forth the
authority of the ship’s commanding officer (co) with respect to aircraft embarked in or operating from the ship.
the joint force commander’s operation order will define command relationships apply throughout the assigned
mission from initial embarkation until final debarkation but, in all cases, the ship’s co retains authority over
embarked units in all areas involving safety of the ship or its crew.

awol
Formerly, absent without official leave.

aye
[1] the correct and seamanlike naval acknowledgement of an order. “aye” signifies it has been understood,
while “aye-aye” means it is understood and will be obeyed. from an archaic form of “yes.” [2] a boat
recognition call in the rn, signifying the presence of an officer.

azimuth ring
See pelorus.

azores current
A slow and constant branch of the north atlantic current, which itself is part of the gulf stream. b

baboon watch
Usn slang for those assigned to anchor or harbor watch while the rest of the crew relaxes or goes ashore on
liberty.

back the anchor
To increase the holding power of an anchor by planting a smaller one ahead of it, and connecting the two with
chain or cable.

back to battery
[1] usn term describing the re-alignment of a gun muzzle to its firing position. [2] usn slang for a return to duty
after illness or injury.

back water
[1] command to oarsmen to reverse the usual method of rowing, usually to slow down the boat. [2] water
thrown back by the turning of a paddle- wheel or propeller.



backrope
A guy that secures the dolphin striker, counterbalancing the pull of the bowsprit.

backspring
Mooring line leading aft from the bow to a cleat or bollard ashore.

backstaff
Obsolete instrument for determining the sun’s altitude while facing away from it, thereby avoiding eye damage.
invented in 1590 by john davis and sometimes called davis’ quadrant.

bad conduct
Behavior violating regulations or disturbing others. if consistent, it justifies a “bad conduct” discharge from the
usn or an “snlr” (services no longer required) discharge from the rn. neither is quite as prejudicial as a
dishonorable discharge. a usn bad conduct discharge may only be awarded by a general or special court-
martial.

bad hat
This british slang for a dishonorable or untrustworthy person goes back to the days when seamen were
expected to make their own headgear from tarred canvas or woven straw. the clumsy sailor who could not
come up with something well-made became known initially as a bad hatter, a term which was later abbreviated
and acquired its present meaning.

bad relief
A person who is late in taking over the watch.

badan
Small sailboat used in the gulf of oman. characterized by straight stem and sharp stern with a false sternpost.

badgerbag
Nickame for neptune.

badra
An australian double-rigged fishing dugout.

baffle zone
An cone-shaped area in the water roughly 30° on either side of the stern of a ship or submarine where its
acoustic baffle and propeller noise create a blind area known as the sonar gap in which a aweigh 32 hostile
submarine can hide to avoid detection (submariners call this area “the baffles”). see also clearing the baffles
and crazy ivan.

baghla
A fast-sailing two-masted lateen-rigged vessel used in the red sea, persian/arabian gulf, and indian ocean for
both commerce and piracy. also bagala.

baie de chaleur fireship
The large inlet of baie de chaleur lies at the boundary of the canadian provinces of quebec and new brunswick
and has been listed as one of the “thirty most beautiful bays of the world.” it is the site of the 200-year-old
legend of the ghostly apparition of a triple-masted ship with red and orange flames bursting through its decks
and sailors scrambling up its burning rigging. there are numerous quasi-historical interpretations of the
phantom’s origin, including: • a french frigate, burning its crew alive after being set alight by british gunfire. • a
portuguese slave-trader, attacked and set afire by vengeful indians. • a pirate ship, condemned to the flames
as divine retribution for having abducted and ravaged a beautiful young bride. literally thousands claim to have
seen it over the centuries and—since the name is french for “bay of heat”—it seems likely the phenomenon
had been seen by the explorers who named it. some form of flickering ethereal light undoubtedly does occur
there, and in january 1981 a local high school teacher took a reasonably clear photograph. most probably, it is
an as yet unexplained natural phenomenon such as self-ignition of rotting vegetation, release of natural gas
from nearby oilfields, or an unusual form of corposant.

bail out
[1] to parachute-jump or eject from an aircraft in distress. [2] to empty a boat of water by bailing. [3] to rescue
someone from a predicament.

balandrina
A sloop-rigged peruvian fishing boat.

baldheaded
Said of a sailing ship underway without topmasts or headsails.

baleira
A brazilian whaling boat propelled by sails or oars.

balener
A whaling vessel similar to a brig. from the french baleine = whale.

balinger
[1] a 15th century european sloop-ofwar. [2] a trading vessel found in the philippines and moluccas.

ballam
A dugout fishing boat used on the malabar coast of india.



ballast bag
A waterproof bag laid on the floor of a hold, and filled or emptied by means of a pump and hose. ballast-
shooting: the illegal practice of throwing ballast overboard while in port.

ballistic bulkhead
A strengthened barrier to protect crew and equipment from the effects of gunfire.

ballistic correction
[1] adjustment to the aim of a gun. [2] regulation of a gyro-compass.

ballistic damping
A gyro-compass error caused by the momentum of its damping fluid during a sudden change of course or
speed.

ballistic missile submarine
A military submersible designed and armed to attack strategic land targets with conventional (e.g., tomahawk)
or nuclear missiles.

balok
A lug-rigged malayan trading vessel.

baltic bow
One which recedes sharply to ride over ice and crush a pathway by the ship’s own weight.

baltic exchange
The world’s oldest global marketplace for the matching of ships and cargoes, founded in 1744 at the virginia &
baltick coffee house in london and still uk based. it provides six daily indices of shipping markets, runs related
training courses, and resolves maritime disputes.

baltimore clipper
A lengthy, tall, and speedy 19th century schooner with sharply raked stem and masts, used extensively by
american slavers and smugglers.

baluk
A six-oared istanbul harbor rowboat.

bamboozle
Was originally a piratical term for hoisting a false national flag to deceive potential prey into thinking they were
friendly. it has entered common usage to mean getting the better of someone by trickery.

bandanna
This bright cotton scarf, popular with sailors and pirates as a head covering or neckerchief, was originally
purchased by seamen from hindu merchants whose name for tie-dyed material was bandhnu.

banderole
A small streamer flown at the masthead to indicate wind direction.

bangkong
Variation of the prahu, favored by dyaks.

bank effect
Phenomenon encountered in narrow channels, where the nearest bank tends to create a cushion which repels
the bow, and a suction which attracts the stern, making steering difficult.

bank fires
To conserve fuel by allowing the furnace to burn down low, then cutting off the supply of oxygen by covering
the fires with ashes and closing the doors of the furnace and ash-pit. since the fuel is still smoldering, fires can
be spread and steam rapidly generated when required.

bar shot
A pair of cannonballs or half-balls joined by a bar. when fired from cannon, it would open up and spin around
its center to slice through enemy rigging (cf. chain shot, star shot).

baratarian
A pirate-privateer-smuggler operating in the mississippi delta and the gulf of mexico.

barbary coast
[1] the littoral of north africa, extending from egypt to the atlantic, inhabited chiefly by and named after the
berbers. [2] the waterfront district in san francisco. renowned for the many saloons, gambling dens, and
brothels established during the gold rush of 1849 and mostly destroyed by the earthquake of 1906.

barbary piracy
Piracy and the slave trade had long been major sources of revenue for states on the barbary coast. during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, corsair galleys and sailing ships ranged well beyond the mediterranean,
terrorizing european shipping along the atlantic seaboard. between 1569 and 1616 they are reported to have
taken 466 ships off the british isles, and in 1631 they sacked baltimore in ireland, taking its entire population
away. only a lucky few were ransomed; 20,000 christians were sold in algiers’ slave bazaar during first half of
the seventeenth century, and there were many other markets.



barbary states
Formerly, algiers, morocco, tripoli, tunis, and some minor states along the barbary coast, nominally under
ottoman rule, but effectively independent under rulers known as pasha, dey, or bey.

barbary wars
By the late eighteenth century, most european nations found it easier to pay exorbitant ballista 34 “tribute”
(protection money) than try to stamp out the corsair trade. only the french and british mediterranean fleets
were powerful enough to win their merchants a degree of immunity without payment. with its declaration of
independence, not only did the fledgling american republic lose the protection of the royal navy, but britain
actively encouraged the corsairs to attack vessels wearing the rebel stars and stripes. soon, the united states
was paying one-fifth of its annual revenue as “tribute” to the barbary states, but the corsairs had no
compunction about breaking treaties and capturing ships whenever they felt like it. in 1803, congress resolved
“more effectually to protect the commerce of the united states against the barbary powers” and this led to
several barbary wars. (see united states navy, united states marine corps, and mameluke sword.)

barcap
Barrier combat air patrol.

bare boat
Charter party term indicating that only the vessel is chartered. the charterer appoints master and crew, and
assumes all operating expenses.

bare poles
Masts with sails removed or fullyfurled.

barge boards
English term for bilge boards, socalled because they were a feature of dutch barges.

barnacle
A small shellfish prone to attach itself to the underwater hull of ships.

barrage balloons
Unmanned, lighter-than-air, gas-filled blimps, anchored by steel cables to winches on the ground. their
purpose was to create genuine and psychological hazards which would deter lowlevel air attack. during world
war one they were tethered together by steel cables to form a barrier called an “apron.” in the second world
war they were flown individually—by merchant ships in convoy, and over the approaches to ports and other
military or civilian targets.

barricoe
A small cask, keg, or barrel. from the spanish bareca. (see also breaker.)

barrier cap
A combat air patrol forward-deployed to intercept incoming air attacks before they reach the carrier group.

barrier ice
Ice which has broken off the outer edge of an ice sheet.

barrier patrol
A detachment of warships, possibly accompanied by aircraft, deployed to intercept hostile air, surface, or
submarine forces before they reach a designated line.

barrier reef
A partially-submerged coral outcrop, running roughly parallel to the shore and separated from it by deep water.
bartley’s ordeal: in february 1891, james bartley, an apprentice seaman, was on his first voyage aboard the
whaler star of the east. near the falkland islands, the lookout spotted a sperm whale and two boats were
launched. one succeeded in harpooning the animal, but the second was upended by the creature’s thrashing
tail and its crew tossed into the water. one drowned body was recovered, but bartley had disappeared. the
dead whale was hauled to the side of the ship, where the crew set to work carving up the carcass by lantern
light. next morning they winched the stomach on deck and slit it open. to their amazement, bartley was inside,
alive but raving. by the end of the third week he was sufficiently recovered to recount being engulfed by total
darkness and slipping along a smooth passage until he came to an open space. he felt slimy stuff around him
and realized he’d been swallowed by the whale. there was enough trapped air to 35 bartley’s breathe, but the
animal’s high body heat sucked the energy out of him and he passed out. after reaching england bartley was
treated at a london hospital, and the only lasting effect of his fifteen hours inside the whale’s stomach was
losing all the hair on his body, while his skin was bleached to the color of parchment (some accounts say he
also lost his eyesight). he never made another ocean trip, but settled down as a cobbler in his native city of
gloucester, england. his tombstone in a local churchyard is said to carry a brief account of his experience and
a

barrier/barricade
A net suspended transversely across an aircraft carrier’s deck, to prevent aircraft which miss the arrester wires
from crashing into parked planes or going over the side.

base ring
See carriage.



base speed
The speed made good by a zigzagging vessel.

baseplate
See bedplate.

basic seamanship
When an apprentice seaman first comes on board he or she has to begin by learning three fundamentals of
the mariner’s trade. these are [1] to know the ropes. [2] to box the compass, and [3] to identify the marks and
deeps of the leadline by sight and by feel.

batavia mutiny
The dutch east india company’s voc batavia left holland on her maiden voyage to batavia (now jakarta,
indonesia) in company with seven other ships of various sizes. she was the finest indiaman afloat and the
company’s treasure ship. in command of the fleet was francesco pelsaert, a senior merchant. the voc’s policy
of appointing a business man to command was hated by the ship’s master, adriaen jacobszoon. moreover, the
men were enemies from a previous journey, and their relationship became more and more acrimonious as the
journey progressed. conspiring with his first mate, jeronimus corneliszoon, jacobszoon conceived a plan to
hijack the ship and either turn to piracy, or perhaps start a new life using the treasure ship’s gold and silver. to
that end he deliberately steered the ship off course and away from the rest of the fleet but, on 4 june 1629,
before they could mount their mutiny, he ran batavia onto morning reef, near beacon island, in the western
australian archipelago known as houtman abrolhos (appropriately, abrolhos is a portuguese lookout’s cry,
meaning “beware!”) water was desperately short on the islands, and jacobszoon agreed to join pelsaert and
search for some on the mainland. after failing to find any, they set sail for batavia, arriving on 7 july after an
epic voyage. corneliszoon, the senior officer left behind on beacon island, instituted a reign of terror, taking
charge of all weapons and the remaining water, ordering the execution of anyone who might challenge his
authority or be a burden on their limited resources. the mutineers became intoxicated with rape, savagery, and
killing as daily “entertainment.” most women were murdered after being used, but a few of the more comely
were saved “for common service.” eventually, the mutineers were rounded up, questioned by waterboarding,
and tried in a formal court convened by pelsaert on the island. some were hanged, on the spot, including
corneliszoon, who first had both his hands chopped off. others were taken to batavia to face execution there.
on the way, two lesser mutineers, wouter loos, a soldier, and jan pelgrom de bye, a cabin boy, were marooned
on the australian mainland, near the mouth of the murchison river, thereby becoming australia’s first european
settlers. (early british explorers encountered unusually light-skinned aborigines in that area., but other
european shipwreck survivors could have made contact with and been adopted into a local clan.) in batavia,
on pelsaert’s indictment, jacobszoon base 36 was arrested for navigational negligence but, despite being
tortured, he refused to admit planning the mutiny, and thereby escaped execution. what finally happened to
him is not known, but it is suspected he died in prison. pelsaert was held partly responsible for what had
happened. his finances and belongings were seized and he died a broken man within a year.

bathymetric chart
A map showing bottom contours by means of lines and color-coding.

bathymetric current
A deep flow that does not reach the surface.

bathyscaphe
A small submersible designed for deep ocean exploration. bathy-thermograph: a device for measuring water
temperature at various depths.

batsman
Person who directed pilots landing on an aircraft carrier before the introduction of automated techniques for
high-speed aircraft. so-called because he signaled the incoming pilots with a pair of hand-held paddles similar
to table-tennis bats. known colloquially as “bats,” but properly called landing signal officer in the usn and deck
landing control officer in the rn.

battalion landing team
For amphibious landings, the united states marine corps assembles task organized teams, typically consisting
of an infantry battalion reinforced with an artillery battery; a platoon each of tanks, amphibious assault
vehicles, and light armored reconnaissance vehicles; and combat engineers.

batteau
Former type of north american riverboat, usually pole-propelled.

battery reference plane
An arbitrarily chosen plane, usually within the ship, from which angles of elevation are measured. see
deckplane and naval surface fire control.

battle bowler
World wars i and ii rn slang for an anti-shrapnel steel helmet, whose shape resembled a bowler hat. (also tin
hat.)

battle dress
Usn term for flash-protective and splinter-resistant clothing for wear in combat. the rn term is “anti-flash gear.”



battle efficiency
Ability to meet exacting standards of combat readiness. the usn holds an annual battle efficiency competition
and the winning unit is entitled to paint a white “e” on each side of the bridge and fly a triangular red pennant
with a black ball. a ship which wins the five consecutive competitions replaces the white “e” with a gold one,
and flies a triangular blue pennant with a yellow ball. see also prize money.

battle fatigue
See combat fatigue.

battle flags
In the days of sail it was common practice for warships to wear at least two and often three oversized ensigns,
one on each mast. this served to identify their nationality in the smoke and confusion of combat; also to
prevent an enemy from assuming they had struck their colors if one was shot away. the practice gradually fell
into disuse but, as recently as the battle of the river plate in 1940, the command “hoist battle ensigns!” was
issued, mainly as a means of encouraging crew morale and raising their fighting instinct. to avoid confusion, it
is still the practice for a flag officer’s command flag to be kept aloft even if he is killed or incapacitated during
combat.

battle group
See strike group.

battle honors
The names of fleet or individual actions in which a warship has taken honorable part. in the rn they are usually
displayed on a battle honours board, mounted on the quarterdeck and include honors won by earlier ships
with the same name. they are known as battle stars in the usn (see award flags & pennants). the rules
governing their award are strictly governed in both navies.

battle lamp/lantern
Battery-powered light which turns on automatically if the ship’s power is cut off in action. known as emergency
lighting in the rn.

battle lights
Dim red lights used below decks in order to preserve the night vision of seamen going out on deck.

battle line
A row of warships formed to engage an enemy in surface warfare. the formation originated in the seventeenth
century and has been essentially obsolete since the battle of jutland in 1916, although it was employed during
the battle of surigao strait in october 1944. (also called line of battle.)

battle messing
The process of feeding personnel on ships during prolonged periods at general quarters or action stations. 37
battle

battle stars
See battle honors.

battle station
Crew member’s place of duty during combat (cf. action station, general quarters).

battleship row
The area of pearl harbor that was the primary target of the surprise japanese air raid that precipitated the
united states into world war ii. (see taranto.)

battlespace
The u s department of defense defines “battlespace” as: the environment, factors, and conditions that must be
understood to successfully apply combat power, protect the force, or complete the mission. this includes the
air, land, sea, space, and the included enemy and friendly forces; facilities; weather; terrain; the
electromagnetic spectrum; and the information environment within the operational areas and areas of interest.

battlewagon
Colloquialism for battleship.

bay boat
A chesapeake bay oyster dredger, usually a bugeye or skipjack.

bay of pigs
An area on the southern coast of cuba (bahia de cochinos in spanish) that was the site of a cia inspired
counter-revolutionary amphibious assault by cuban emigres against the marxist castro regime. most of the
1,400 invaders were captured or killed.

bcu
Beach clearance unit.

beach marker
Colored dye, panel, or other device delineating the specified limit of an amphibious landing beach.

beach netting
Steel mesh laid on an amphibious landing beach to improve the traction of vehicles.



beach party
The naval personnel in a landing party.

beach ranger
[1] a term formerly applied to a seaman who had been discharged for bad conduct but continued to hang
around the waterfront. [2] a term sometimes applied to waterfront prostitutes.

beachhead
The area of a hostile shore seized and held by an amphibious landing party. frequently, but incorrectly called a
bridgehead. see also airhead, lodgement, amphibious.

beachman
[1] a west african who acts as interpreter to shipmasters, and assists them in conducting trade. [2] a west
african boatman who lands people through heavy surf.

beachmaster
An officer who goes ashore after the assault phase to assume responsibility for the logistics of amphibious
operations.

beakhead beam
See catbeam.

beamy
Describes a vessel which is unusually wide compared to its length. battle 38

bear down
[1] to approach from upwind. [2] to change course further downwind. [3] command to work harder. [4]
instruction to contract the abdominal muscles and diaphragm during childbirth.

beards
See facial hair and permission to grow.

bearing drift
The shift in bearing of a vessel in motion relative to another. if there is no bearing drift and the range is
decreasing, collision is inevitable.

because of local hazards
Or [3] available on request.

bedini
A trading dhow used on the gulf of oman.

bedundered
Formerly said of a seaman who had been deafened and stupefied by the roar of repeated broadsides.

beedle
A large mallet used in caulking. also beetle.

beetle crushers
Rn slang for the heavy boots worn by royal marines.

being done
[3] in common usage, to manage something or persevere.

belfast bow
A bow that rakes forward above the waterline to give more cargo space.

bell routine
For timekeeping at sea, the ship’s bell is rung every half hour during each watch; starting with one bell at the
end of the first thirty minutes, and ending with eight bells at the end of each fourhour watch. a light stoke on
the bell, known as the “little one” is sometimes struck five minutes after the beginning of a night watch. its
origin and significance are obscure. at midnight on 31st december, sixteen bells are traditionally struck; eight
by the oldest person aboard, irrespective of rank, to signify the old year’s passing, followed by an additional
eight, struck by the youngest to welcome the incoming new year. in the days before reliable chronometers,
every day at sea, just after seven bells of the forenoon watch, the captain and his senior officers would
assemble to calculate the ship’s latitude. at the moment when the sun was observed to be at its zenith,
signifying local noon, the navigator would sing out “there he goes!,” whereupon the half-hour glass would be
turned and eight bells rung, re-setting ship’s time for the next twenty-four hours. (see also timekeeping and
watchkeeping.)

belly robber
Naval slang for a chief steward or purser who kept the crew on short rations in order to line his own pockets.

belly rope/strap
Rope or strap passed around a boat to carry a kedging anchor suspended below the keel.

benchhook
Also called a sailhook or stretching hook and, colloquially, “third hand.” used to hold canvas for stitching,
pulling it taut with the left hand and sewing with the right.



beneaped
Formerly said of a vessel that went aground at the height of the spring tide and was thus forced to wait two
weeks until the subsequent high tide. vessels beneaped at an equinox might have to wait six months.

benguela current
A slow-moving northwest flow along the coast of west africa to join the south equatorial current.

bergy bits
Pieces of ice which have broken off a glacier, usually about the size of a small house.

bering current
Flows northerly through the bering strait.

bermuda triangle
In contrast to the ancient origins of most myths and legends, that of the roughly triangular imaginary area
bounded by the southern coast of florida and the islands of bermuda and puerto rico is relatively modern. its
notoriety is based on the large number of ships and aircraft which have vanished there since 1800 without any
trace of wreckage or survivors. also known as the “devil’s triangle,” it is one of only two places on earth where
a magnetic compass points due north with no variation toward the magnetic pole. (the other, which lies off the
east coast of japan, is also renowned for mysterious disappearances and japanese and filipino seamen call it
the “devil’s sea.”) proposed explanations of these disappearances include extraterrestrial interference by
visitors from outer space, interference by underwater-dwelling survivors from the lost continent of atlantis, and
the action of physical forces hitherto unknown to science, including cosmic electro-magnetic effects, and
timedistorting tunnels. the u.s. coast guard, however, is not impressed with supernatural explanations—
pointing out that the combination of natural forces and human unpredictability outdoes even the most
far-fetched science fiction. the caribbean-atlantic area has long been recognized for freakish weather, sudden
fierce but local storms and waterspouts, and as a breeding ground for hurricanes. as early as 1596, sir walter
raleigh complained of the region’s “hellish sea, thunder, lightening, and storms.” in addition, the interaction of
strong currents with deep marine trenches and shallow reefs or shoals puts the ocean floor topography in
constant flux, so that the development of new navigational hazards is rapid, while the swift and turbulent gulf
stream can quickly erase any physical evidence of disaster. skeptics point out that many of the reported
events actually occurred outside the triangle; some were preceded by reports of instrument failure or loss of
power, and others happened during periods of unusual fog or strange sea conditions. in fact, scientific
analysis bell 40 shows that the number and frequency of disappearances is not abnormal. nonetheless, the
belief in paranormal influences is widespread and persistent.

berserker
One of a band of norse or viking shock troops, famed for extreme ferocity and frenzy in combat. the name
translates roughly as “bearskin man” and berserkers did indeed wear bear or wolf skins over light chain mail
armor. they used a variety of weapons, the most feared being a deadly throwing ax. numerous speculations of
their fearless and furious behavior include the influence of herbal drugs mixed with alcohol, belief in
“possession” by the spirit of the wild animal whose pelt they wore, and a psychological state induced by rituals
and ceremonies.

berthon boat
A collapsible craft made with double canvas linings stretched on a folding wooden frame to form watertight
envelopes that assist buoyancy and give protection should the outer canvas be accidentally torn. invented by
edward berthon in 1850. seeing it on display at the great exhibition of 1851, the prince of wales commented
that a cannonball would easily penetrate the canvas. to the amusement of queen victoria, berthon replied,
“what, sir, could not be penetrated by a cannonball?.” in 1873 the royal navy adopted berthon boats for
destroyers, other small craft, and (later) submarines where storage space was at a premium. it is frequently
reported that rms titanic carried four berthon boats, but these were actually similar, but larger and single-
skinned, englehardt boats.

between a rock and a hard place
This phrase, meaning to have no acceptable alternatives, is sometimes said to refer to odysseus’ dilemma
when rowing between scylla (a monster on the rocky cliff ) and charybdis (a dangerous whirlpool). more
probably it is simply a colorful idiom without any nautical connection.

big chicken dinner
Usn enlisted slang for a bad conduct discharge (“that’ll earn him a big chicken dinner”).

bigwig
This derisory term for a senior officer has carried on from the days when status was reflected in the size of the
incumbent’s wig. the term may or may not have originated at sea before transferring to common english.

bilge blocks
Supports for a vessel in dry dock. also keel blocks.

bilge boards
Retractable keels on both sides of small sailing boats to reduce leeway due to wind pressure. see also barge
boards.

bilge keel
Small fin extending fore-and-aft along a ships bilge to reduce rolling.



bilge rat
Derogatory slang used by usn deck seamen for a person who works in the engineering spaces of the ship.
also snipe.

bilged
[1] stove-in at or near the bilge. [2] usn slang for being failed, as in “he was bilged on the inspection,” or the
act of denying as in “i bilged his promotion.”

bilgewater
Filthy water accumulated in the bilge.

billhead
A carved ornamental scroll or volute terminating the upper end of a stem or cutwater and serving in place of a
figurehead.

binge
[1] to rinse out a cask . [2] an eating or drinking spree. possibly derived from seamen assigned to cask
cleaning gulping down any food or spirits left at the bottom before rinsing it out.

bingo
The nato command “bingo!”—which is always accompanied by a bearing, distance, and destination— orders
a pilot to divert to an emergency landing field or airport known as the “bingo field,” while “bingo fuel” refers to
the minimum quantity required to safely reach that field.

biological weapons
The offensive use of living organisms (such as anthrax) to create injury, incapacitation, or death. cf. chemical
weapons.

biologics
The sounds generated by marine life as picked up on sonar. see bloop.

bioluminescence
Emission of light by marine organisms when stirred up by wave motion or the bow wave of a ship or its
propellers. popularly, but incorrectly, known as phosphorescence.

bird farm
Formerly, usn surface seamen’s derogatory slang for an aircraft carrier. seldom used since aircraft gained
prestige and replaced guns as the primary naval weapon.

birds free
Permission to fire missiles is granted. bird’s nest: a small round seat or tub placed at the masthead to provide
a lookout position higher than the crow’s nest.

birds tight
Permission to fire missiles is withheld.

bireme
An ancient battle galley, propelled by two banks of oars. probably invented by phoenicians in the 7th or 6th
century bce, the design rapidly spread all around the mediterranean. it was gradually superseded by the
trireme, beginning in the mid–5th century bce.

bisquine
A french lug-rigged fishing boat with two or three masts, the foremost being placed well forward in the eyes of
the ship.

bittacle
An ancient spelling of binnacle.

black book of admiralty
Semi-official name for the earliest codification in english of admiralty law, compiled in 1336 to consolidate a
collection of earlier maritime law and customs. its lengthy official title

black dog
[1] to “give a black dog for a white monkey” is an old naval way of expressing a fair exchange. [2] winston
churchill called depression “the black dog.” black-down: to coat hull or rigging with blacking as a protective
against salt water damage.

black jack
[1] nautical slang for bubonic plague. [2] slang for the jolly roger (pirate flag). black-shoe: usn slang for an
officer of the surface fleet (cf. brown-shoe).

black tot day
See rum ration, and spirits in the usn.

blackbirder
Slang for a vessel or person engaged in the slave trade or transporting indentured labor.

blackwall frigate
18th–19th century merchantman, built on the lines of a frigate with high bulwarks to the main deck, little sheer,
limited cargo space, and staterooms for passengers in the poop. (blackwall was a london shipyard.)



blackwall hitch
Way of attaching a rope to a hook, so that it is loose until weight is applied but gets tighter as the load
increases.

blazer
This name for a plain or striped colored jacket, usually worn with contrasting trousers, owes its origin to
captain j.w. washington of hms blazer who, in 1845 (before uniform clothing was introduced into the royal
navy) dressed his boat crew in matching blue-and-white striped jackets.

blcp
Beach lighterage control point.

bleed the monkey
In this case, the monkey (a generic term for something small) was a tall pyramidshaped bucket, used to
transfer grog from the point of issue to the seamen’s mess, and the expression means to sneak a drink before
delivering it. (also suck the monkey.)

bligh
The events of 28 april 1789 and captain william bligh’s subsequent magnificent feat of small boat navigation
are tales too often told to bear repeating, except for some explanatory remarks (see bounty mutiny). it is less
well-known that bligh went on to a distinguished naval career. he fought hms director with distinction at the
battle of camperdown, and commanded hms glatton at the battle of copenhagen, where he was the only
captain in his squadron in position see both the admiral’s and vice admiral’s signals (see blind eye). by
choosing to repeat the latter, he ensured that all the vessels behind him kept fighting, and was personally
praised by nelson for his contribution to the victory. later, as governor of new south wales, he gained the
respect of local settlers and lord castlereagh commended his “zealous and patriotic exertions.” nevertheless
his achievements were marred by involvement in three more insurrections. in april 1797, his ship was one of
those whose crews joined the spithead mutiny and, a month later, was involved in events at the nore (see
great mutiny). in 1808 he tried to end the corrupt practices of officers of the new south wales garrison who had
monopolized the import of spirits and re-sold them at 200 percent to 300 percent profit. this culminated in the
“rum rebellion” led by major george johnston and wool merchant john macarthur who forcibly deposed bligh
and imprisoned him for two years. on his release he was cleared of all blame and promoted to rear admiral of
the blue, while johnston was cashiered. he died a well-respected vice admiral of the blue in 1817 and it was
not until later that his reputation was sullied.

blind eye
At the battle of copenhagen in 1801, admiral sir hyde parker hoisted signal “43” (break off the action). vice
admiral horatio nelson, who sensed victory was at hand, raised his telescope to his blind eye, said he could
see no signal, and told his flag captain not to strike “signal 16” (engage the enemy). the phrase “turn a blind
eye” later entered colloquial speech meaning to overlook an indiscretion.

blind zone
An area in which signals or echoes cannot be received.

block island phantom
The dutch ship palatine, out of amsterdam, and bound for philadelphia, had had a harrowing crossing. after
murdering the captain, a mutinous crew had terrorized and robbed the 300 well-to-do immigrant hollanders on
board. the drunken seamen were far off course when, just before christmas 1752, they ran palatine onto the
shoals of block island, where most of the passengers drowned. soon local wreckers swarmed on board the
abandoned vessel and, after taking everything of value, set it on fire to remove evidence of their crime. a rising
tide refloated the burning vessel which drifted into long island sound but, as it went, a terrified shrieking could
be heard and a young woman appeared on deck from wherever she had been hiding from the rapacious crew
and wreckers. she stood on the deck screaming for help until it collapsed and she disappeared in a shower of
bright red sparks. shortly afterward palatine foundered, leaving nothing but a few charred timbers behind.
since then many people have claimed to have heard female screams and seen the specter of a burning vessel
floating in long island sound, sometimes near the december anniversary of the event, sometimes as the
portent of a coming gale.

blockship
A vessel deliberately scuttled to restrict access to a channel or harbor entrance. blazer 44

bloke
Rn lower deck slang for the executive officer of a large ship holding the rank of commander. (xos of lower rank
are called “jimmy-the-one.”)

blood money
[1] compensation paid to the relatives of a slain person. [2] payment for information leading to the arrest of
smugglers or pirates. [3] bounty paid to a crimp or tavern keeper for assisting in the impressment of sailors.

blos
Beyond line of sight.

blubbing
In common usage, the term means crying or shedding tears, but it is one of the few words to come from the
whaling industry. when blubber is cut, oil seeps from it in small globules which run down the animal’s skin like
tears, leading whalers to call weeping blubbing or blubbering.



blue book
[1] generically, any report published by the u s government. [2] specifically, regulations for the united states
navy, listing the lineal precedence and seniority of its officers. cf. black book of admiralty.

blue ensign
One of three united kingdom naval flags carrying the union in the hoist canton (upper left quadrant). see british
ensigns.

blue paint
During 17th century, being attacked by “blue devils” (possibly derived from the leaping blue flames of burning
brimstone) described a bout of despondency or despair. later, the expression was abbreviated and “blue” as a
stand-alone adjective implied melancholy. hence, when a sailing ship returned to its home port after a long
voyage, it was customary to give people on shore advance notice of the death of the captain or a mate by
flying a blue flag and, often, painting a blue stripe along both sides of the hull. if the dead man was especially
loved by the crew, they would carry the stripe around the bow and over the figurehead (which had powerful
significance for seamen). the practice has long since died out, but the concept of blue being the color of
depression lives on when people who are sad say “i’m feeling blue” or afro-americans sing “the blues.”

blue riband
The concept of honoring the fastest average speed achieved during an atlantic crossing arose on 18th april
1838 when sirius averaged 8.03 knots, only to be beaten next day by great western at 8.66 knots (gw had set
sail four days after sirius, but arrived only four hours later). the media interest in this quasi-race led a group of
shipping magnates to decide that it would be excellent public relations to give the passenger liner making the
fastest crossing the unique distinction of flying a large blue ribbon as a pendant on her mainmast. crossing
times rapidly diminished, as can be seen in the following table showing the dates and vessels first exceeding
selected speeds: during the late 19th and early 20th century winning this privilege became a matter of intense
national pride and rivalry, but it lost its significance with the arrival of mass air transport and has not been
officially awarded since 1952. (see also hales trophy.)

blue shirt
[1] personnel working on a usn aircraft carrier flight deck wear colored shirts for easy identification; blue shirts
chock and chain aircraft on the flight deck. [2] usn slang for any enlisted person below chief petty officer (e.7)
at which grade and above khaki shirts are worn.

blue tile country
An area on the main starboard passageway of an aircraft carrier where the strike group flag officer and his
staff live and work. in many ships the deck is indeed painted blue here.

blue water operations
Naval activity on the high seas—about 1,200 kilometers (750 miles) from land. see also brown water, green
water.

bluenose
[1] a seaman who has served north of the arctic circle. [2] any ship or seaman from nova scotia.

bluewater
Said of [1] a seaman with oceangoing experience. [2] a navy with oceangoing capability.

bmct
Begin morning civil twilight.

board of admiralty
In 1546, king henry viii created a council of the marine (later to become the navy board) to oversee
administrative affairs of the naval service, leaving policy direction and operational control in the hands of the
lord high admiral—until 1628 when king charles i transferred the latter powers to a committee known as the
board of admiralty. for the next two centuries, the navy was run by these two boards, but they were frequently
at odds with each other and, in 1832, a reforming political head of the navy abolished the navy board, bringing
its functions under the board of admiralty, which consisted of sea lords (always admirals) and civil lords
(usually politicians). the professional head of the royal navy was (and still is) called first sea lord. the political
head, who was president of the board and a cabinet minister, was known as first lord of the admiralty. the
united states briefly had a board of admiralty, founded in 1780. but it was renamed department of the navy in
1798. in 1949, it was absorbed by the department of defense. in a similar consolidation, fifteen years later in
1964, the british admiralty came under the jurisdiction of the ministry of defence.

board of investigation
A military judicial body consisting of one or more persons (usually officers). it is lower than court of inquiry and
has no power of subpoena.

board of ordnance
This agency traces its evolution to the 1370s, when the privy wardrobe, one of the departments of the royal
household, with offices in the tower of london, was designated to administer weapons, arsenals and castles.
the tower became the most important arsenal in the kingdom, with its own workforce of armourers, bowyers,
fletchers, etc. prior to the establishment of a standing army or navy, it was the only permanent military
department in england. in 1544, king henry viii created the office of ordnance, which became the board of
ordnance in 1597. there was still no standing army, and its principal duties were to supply guns, ammunition,
stores and equipment to the “navy royal.” the great master of ordnance ranked immediately below the lord



high admiral. in 1683, the board became a civil department of state, under a master general, responsible for
supplying both navy and army with military hardware. in 1855, the war office (army) took over control of the
board, but the admiralty did not establish its own naval ordnance department until 1891. see also bureau of
ordnance.

boarding net
[1] net hung over the side to assist people (often embarking soldiers) to climb the side. also called scrambling
net. [2] netting hung from the masts of a sailing vessel to prevent an enemy alongside from boarding.

boarding party
An ad hoc group of seamen and marines, formed to board another vessel.

boarding pike
A long, sharp, pointed spear used to repel hostile boarders. see half pike and pole arms.

boat barn
Submariner’s slang for a submarine pen.

boat boom
A spar which can be swung out at right angles to the hull as a mooring point for small boats when a ship is at
anchor. also riding boom.

boat cloak
A sleeveless outer garment, worn to protect uniforms from spray while in small boats, and usually left with the
coxswain until the return trip. originally a mandatory part of an officer’s uniform, it was a combination of cape
with coat, but later consisted of cape only. this was lined with white satin for naval officers and crimson satin
for marines. rn and usn designs were similar with the latter being defined in article 3501.4 of uniform
regulations as: made of dark blue woolen fabric, three-quarters of a circle, with a circular bent collar, an
extending 2 inches below the kneecap. may be water repellent. cloak is closed at the neck with hooks and
eyes and on the chest by one set of silk or mohair fasteners. blunderbuss 46 the cloak was officially
discontinued by the usn in march 2000. it remains optional in the rn, but is very seldom worn. in the 1840s
lieutenant (later captain) peter halkett, rn invented what was literally a boat-cloak. made of mackintosh india-
rubber cloth, it could be inflated to form a canoe-like life raft, while an accompanying umbrella could be used
as a sail. it was displayed at the great exhibition of 1851 and taken on several arctic expeditions, but never
came into naval use.

boat drill
A mandatory assembly of passengers and crew for familiarization with lifeboat stations and to practice donning
life preservers. the lifeboats are normally lowered, but not boarded. provisions of the canada shipping act
(here abbreviated) are typical of those applied throughout the industry: • before commencement, the master
must ensure that all passengers are notified that a drill will take place and that there is no actual emergency. •
the master must ensure that drills, in so far as is practicable, are carried out as if there were an actual
emergency. • the master must ensure that any equipment or installations used during a drill are immediately
returned to their full operational condition and are ready for immediate reuse. • if the general emergency alarm
signal or the fire alarm signal is sounded, passengers must proceed to their designated muster stations and
the crew members must report to their designated muster stations and prepare to perform their assigned
duties.

boat etiquette
Traditionally, small boats are boarded in reverse order of rank, and exited the other way around. by going first,
juniors are on board to steady the craft and provide a helping hand to seniors when they climb down the ship’s
ladder or step off a quay. the convention also ensures that seniors do not have to wait in the boat while
subordinates clamber on board at one end or disembark at the other. this works especially well when the
senior officer is visiting a ship. on arrival, the captain can greet the visitor and lead him to his cabin without
disembarking juniors getting in the way while, on departure, it allows the senior to linger in conversation after
the juniors have boarded. by extension, the same courtesy applies to automobiles and aircraft, where the
senior is always last to enter and first to leave. in the rn it is customary that, when a flag or commanding officer
leaves his command, the boat taking him ashore be crewed entirely by officers.

boat fall
A purchase for hoisting a boat to its davits.

boat gongs
In the usn, when the coxswain of an approaching boat identifies the rank of its most senior passenger (see
boat recognition) word is passed “(title) arriving.” a bell is then struck as many times as the number of
sideboys required to greet the visitor— eight for a vice admiral or above, six for a rear admiral, four for a
captain or commander, and two for any other commissioned officer—with one more bell being sounded as the
visitor steps aboard. the tones are sounded in pairs as are the half hours of a watch. for example the captain
commanding destroyer squadron twenty-five would be announced as “des- ron25 arriving,” followed by
“ding-ding ... dingding,” plus a final “ding” as his foot touches the deck. this procedure is reversed upon
departure.

boat group
The basic unit of landing craft in an amphibious operation.



boat lane
The pathway from line of departure to landing beach designated for landing craft to follow during an
amphibious assault. the width of a boat lane is determined by the length of the corresponding landing beach.
boat oars!: command to place the oars fore-andaft across the thwarts, ready to be shipped. see also oars, ship
oars, toss oars, trail oars.

boat paint
In the royal navy, flag officers’ barges are blue, a commander in chief ’s is green, and all other boats are
painted grey or at the captain’s discretion. by tradition dinghies are not painted, but varnished over plain wood.

boat recall
Small boats are called back to the mother ship by a pre-arranged flag or pennant, usually accompanied by a
sound signal.

boat recognition
The united states and royal navies share some of the conventions for responding to a sentinel’s call of “boat
ahoy!” challenging an approaching boat. if not intending to come alongside, the coxswain replies “passing.”
otherwise, the single word “flag” signifies the presence of an admiral. if a captain (ship commander rather than
rank) is carried, the coxswain replies with the name of his ship. when the passengers include a commissioned
officer, the response is “aye-aye.” (if the boat carries a very distinguished civil passenger—a bishop, for
example—an astute coxswain will use the “aye-aye” response to ensure that the visitor is properly received.)
other responses differ. in the rn the response “no-no” indicates that no one senior to midshipman is on board,
but in the usn this indicates the presence of a petty officer, while “hello” is used when only junior enlisted
personnel are aboard. in addition the usn uses “fleet” for a fleet, force, or group commander; and “type/ron
/number” for a squadron commander. for example, “desron25” would identify the commander of destroyer
squadron 25. each navy has its own responses for senior officials and heads of state.

boat station
[1] in a warship, the allotted position in a boat for each member of its crew. [2] in a merchant vessel, the
assigned place on deck for each passenger to board a lifeboat.

boat waves
Successive lines of landing craft taking part in an amphibious assault. 47 boat

boathook
A wooden pole ending in a metal cap and hook, used for holding-on (with the hook) or fending-off (with the
butt-end). also gaff.

boats
Traditional slang name for a boatswain.

bobbing the light
A technique for determining if an observer is within the geographic range of a navigation light. if the light
disappears when the observer ducks down to a lower line-of-sight, it is at the limit of its range.

boll
A half-decked, single-masted dutch fishing boat, gaff-rigged with fore-and-aft sails.

bollock block
A block at the head of a topmast, through which the tye of a topsail yard is rove.

bollocking
Rn slang for a severe reprimand (cf. bottle). boathook 48

boltsprit
Antique term for a bowsprit.

bomb vessel
Formerly, a small ketch-rigged warship carrying one or more high trajectory heavy mortars for firing at shore
targets. the foremast was removed and the hull strengthened to take the heavy weapons and absorb their
recoil. these purpose-built vessels often landed their mortars and operated as sloops, sometimes re-installing
the foremast for that purpose. the concept originated in 1681 when the french navy mounted a pair of forward-
pointing mortars side-by-side on the foredeck. these could only be aimed by turning the entire ship with a
spring anchor, but later that year the royal navy improved the design by mounting the mortars on revolving
platforms at the centerline. space was created by stepping the remaining masts farther aft than normal, thus
making the vessels difficult to handle. the rigging of the forward mast was often made of chain to protect it from
muzzle blast. bomb vessels saw their first action in the british bombardment of algiers in 1682. they were
traditionally given names suggestive of explosive or frightening qualities, especially volcanoes and underworld
characters. they were often used for polar expeditions because their sturdy hulls fared well in ice. two of
them—hms erebus and hms terror—accompanied sir james clark ross on his 1841 discovery of ross island,
which is formed by three volcanoes. ross named the one active volcano mount erebus, and the bigger of two
dormant volcanoes mount terror. with no more ships to give him inspiration, he named the third one mount bird.

bombay marine
The maritime force of the british east india company. see indian navy.



bonded
Stores kept in or delivered from a customs- controlled (bonded) warehouse. they may not be opened or
consumed until the vessel is in international waters.

bongo
A boat made of a hollowed-out bonga tree. formerly popular in what are now the southern united states.

boondocks
Usn slang for any remote or isolated place. the word (which derives from the tagalog word bundok = mountain)
was brought to the united states by military personnel returning from the brutal and bloody colonial philippines
campaign of 1899–1902. the rn equivalent is “ulu” from the malayan for headwaters. hence, “out in the
boondocks” = “up the ulu.”

boot camp
Usn term for recruit training. named after the leggings called “boots” worn by trainees during the spanish-
american war.

boot stripe
A stripe painted along the waterline to delineate side paint from bottom paint. called boottopping in the rn.

boot topping
[1] the rn term for a boot stripe. [2] the activity of painting a boot stripe.

bootlegger
This term for an illegal trafficker in alcohol originated with seamen who smuggled per- 49 bootlegger fume or
liquor by stuffing bottles into their high seaboots when going ashore or embarking.

bootneck
Rn slang for a marine. after the heavy leathern stock worn by 18th century soldiery. the usn equivalent is
leatherneck.

bording
A flat-bottomed baltic coastal cargo vessel.

bottom board
A removable grating in a small open boat.

bottom bounce
The technique of increasing effective sonar range by allowing transmitted sound waves to ricochet off the
ocean floor.

bottom effect
The “drag” on sonar or other sound waves caused by contact with the floor in shallowwater.

bottom mine
An explosive device that detonates when its pressure sensitive sensor detects a passing vessel. it lies on or is
anchored to the sea bed at depths of about 30 fathoms (55 meters/180 feet) for attacks on surface vessels, or
down to about 110 fathoms (200 meters/660 feet) when submarines are the prey. rocket mines and torpedo
mines are specialized varieties.

boucan
[1] a grill or barbeque used to smoke meat. [2] strips of cured meat similar to biltong.

boucanier
The user of a boucan grill. applied to french religious and political refugees who eked out a living on the island
of hispaniola by hunting cattle and selling their hides, tallow, and cured meat to passing ships. boucaniers
were far from prepossessing. their faces were almost hidden by long tresses and thick beards. they stank to
the heavens, and were so heavily-tanned that they might have been smoked on their own curing fires. clothing
was usually a bloodstained, fat-impregnated, cotton vest or coarse linen shirt. their rawhide leggings had been
donned while still reeking and worn until they stiffened to the proper shape. when spain destroyed their herds
and drove them from their homes, many boucaniers settled on the island of tortuga and turned to piracy. the
name was eventually anglicized to buccaneer and applied to all 17th century caribbean pirates. see also
filibuster.

bounce line
The point off a hostile beach at which underwater demolition teams launch their rubber boats, usually at night.

boundary current
A warm, deep, narrow, fast flowing current that occurs along the side of an ocean basin. fast-flowing western
boundary currents are an important factor in climate control, bringing warm water northward from the equator.
in contrast, eastern boundary currents are generally broad and shallow, creeping slowly along carrying cold
water towards the tropics.

boundary wave
A subsurface wave between different density layers. often much larger than winddriven surface waves. also
called an internal wave.

bounded sea
Any sea space surrounded by land with restricted entry and exit routes and limited operating space.



bounty mutiny
Thanks to novelists and hollywood, this event is popularly believed to have been a reaction to the cruel
behavior of a despotic shipmaster. in fact, lieutenant bligh tended to scold when other captains would have
flogged, and to flog when others would have hanged. he only imposed one sentence on the outward journey,
writing in the log, “until this afternoon i had hoped i could have performed this voyage without punishment to
anyone.” he was uncommonly concerned with the physical health of his men, but he had little empathy for their
sensitivities, his temper was ferocious, and his tonguelashings became legendary. the public insults of a
captain who had long been his personal friend deeply bootneck 50 affected master’s mate fletcher christian,
who was already psychologically disturbed by having to leave his tahitian wife-mistress. he planned to desert
but at the last minute instigated mutiny instead. see also bligh.

bouquet mine
An anti-minesweeping device, consisting of a sinker or anchor with a number of buoyant mines attached. one
is raised to a pre-determined depth, while the others are held near the bottom. if the mooring of the raised one
is cut, or the mine is detonated, another rises from the sinker to take its place.

bourrelet
One of the features of a naval projectile, being a machined surface that acts as bearing for the projectile
during its travel along the bore of a gun. some projectiles have a single bourrelet forward; others also have
one or two at the rear.

bow insignia
Symbols attached to the bows of a boat, indicating the rank of the officer on board. see visual recognition of
approaching boats.

bow number
Identification number painted on the bow of u.s. warships. also hull number or official number.

bowplane
A forward-mounted fin which can be rotated to help a submarine rise or dive. bows-on: heading directly
towards.

bowser boat
A vessel equipped with tanks for refuelling boats or seaplanes.

bowsheets
A platform or seat at the front of a small boat (see sheets).

box the compass
To recite all thirty-two points of the compass clockwise from north (see table 17). this is one of three basics an
apprentice seaman would have to master, the others being to know the ropes and to recognize the marks and
deeps of the lead line. (from the spanish boxar = go around.)

boxhaul
A maneuver in which sails are backed, helm is put hard-alee, and the ship gains sternway to turn on her heel.
only performed in cases of extreme emergency, since no sailing ship seaman was comfortable running astern.

braided line
This type of line does not stretch to the degree that twisted rope does, and is more difficult to splice. however,
it goes through a pulley or block very well because of its rounded shape, and is stronger than equivalent sized
twisted line. however, it tends to snag when used as docking line if the pilings are rough. several types are
available: • hollow braid has no core. it is very flexible but can flatten during use and is only found in small
sized rope. • braid on braid has a braided core inside a braided sheath. it will stretch less, and has less
flexibility, than a hollow braid. • multibraid is braided with 2 pairs of z-laid and two pairs of s-laid strands. it is
flexible and does not kink. • parallel core has a braided sheath over a core of straight or lightly twisted yarns. it
is very strong.

brass hat
Slang term for a senior officer (entitled to wear gold braid on the cap). collectively “the brass.”

brass rags
In the days when sailors were required to provide their own cleaning materials, it was a sign of friendship for
two of them to share gear, especially their brass-cleaning rags. those who did so were called raggies and
when the friendship broke up they were said to have “parted brass rags.”

brassard
An identifying armband (e.g., for members of shore patrols).

bravo zulu
Phonetic rendering of the nato signal code “bz” meaning “well done” (see table 11).

brazil current
A warm and saline branch of the south equatorial current that flows southward along the coast of brazil.

break ground
[1] said of an anchor as it comes clear of the bottom. [2] seabee term for starting a construction project.



break step
To stop marching in cadence.

breakaway music
A modern u.s. naval practice, intended to motivate sailors. when underway replenishment is complete and the
breakaway begins, the receiving ship’s “signature song” is played in recognition of a difficult job well done.

breakbulk cargo
[1] any commodity whose weight, dimensions, or incompatibility with other cargo require it to be shipped by
special means. [2] see general cargo.

breakbulk ship
A ship equipped with cargo-handling gear and conventional holds for the stowage of breakbulk cargo, which
may be stored above as well as below deck. breakbulk ships are sometimes capable of carrying a limited
number of containers, above or below deck.

breastband
Safety belt worn by a leadsman in the usn.

breastbeam
A timber at the forward end of quarterdeck or after end of forecastle.

breastline/breastrope
A lateral mooring line to prevent movement away from the dock.

breeching ropes
See gun tackles.

brendan the navigator
Legend has it that this sixth century irish abbot had a vision of the “land of delight” across the western
(atlantic) ocean. his first attempt to find it was unsuccessful, so he and the monks of his crew prayed and
fasted for forty days before setting out again. their second voyage is said to have lasted seven years and
taken them to many unidentified islands. these may have included the orkneys and shetlands; while places as
far south as madeira and the canaries, and as far west as the azores have also been suggested. however,
based on prevailing winds and the sailing qualities of an irish curragh as tested by british scholar-adventurer
tim severin, their most probable route would have been via the hebrides and faroes to iceland, and possibly on
to newfoundland. whatever their ultimate landfall, they claimed to 53 brendan have found a large land mass
which they called “the promised land of the saints” at the far side of the western ocean. this was shown (in
various locations) on maritime charts for several centuries and, along with viking reports of “vineland,” may
have helped convince christopher columbus there was land across the atlantic. some skeptics refused to
believe that a fragile oxhide curragh could have survived an open sea crossing, but severin’s expedition
proved it possible. others pointed to implausible statements that they claimed proved the story to be mythical.
but “crystals that rose to the sky” could well have been icebergs; the “flaming, foulsmelling rocks” with which
they were pelted could easily have come from icelandic volcanoes; and their being “raised up on the back of
sea monsters” could simply mean that a whale breeched under their little craft. far from being a medieval
fantasy, the navigatio santi brendani abatis (voyage of saint brendan the abbot) could be the distorted report
of an actual exploration. brendan himself lived well into his nineties, and must be having a busy afterlife as he
is considered the patron saint of boatmen, watermen, mariners, sailors, travelers, and whales.

brethren of the coast
This is said to have been a loose confederation of caribbean buccaneers based on tortuga island during the
“golden age.” some such organization may have existed, but the name is probably one of several 19th century
fictional inventions such as walking the plank.

brevity code
An insecure method which serves to shorten messages but does not conceal their content.

bride of the adriatic
Since the 11th century, the marriage of venice to the sea has been celebrated on ascension day. originally, the
elected chief magistrate, known as the doge, was rowed out to the adriatic in his magnificent state barge
bucentaur to throw a golden ring into the waters, symbolizing the citystate’s marriage to neptune who granted
his bride supremacy at sea. the ceremony continues to this day, with the mayor replacing the doge.

bridgehead
Refers to an area in hostile territory that has been captured and is held awaiting further troops and supplies.
see also airhead, beachhead, lodgement .

bridport dagger
The rope used for a naval hanging (see preface).

bring up
Stop quickly by running aground or dropping an anchor with way on.

briny
[1] as a verb = saline. [2] as a noun = the sea (british slang).



bristol fashion
In the heyday of sail, the port of bristol on the severn estuary in south-western england had a worldwide
reputation for proficiency in shipbuilding and repair. hence the term “shipshape and bristol fashion” came to be
applied to vessels which were exceptionally well-maintained, clean, trim, and tidy.

british ensigns
From the 17th to the 19th centuries the british fleet was divided into three squadrons which took their names
from the color of distinguishing ensigns worn at the maintop in combat. originally the order of seniority was
red-blue-white, but that was changed to red-white-blue in 1653 during the first anglo-dutch war. thereafter, in
the line of battle the red squadron stood at the center and was commanded by the admiral. the white squadron
took the van under command of the vice-admiral, while the blue squadron lay at the back under the
rear-admiral. these were appointments rather than ranks, and an individual might, for example, be in overall
command as admiral of the red in one engagement but commanding the white or blue squadron (as vice- or
rear-admiral) in the next. in 1743 permanent flag ranks, still color-identified, were introduced (see admirals in
the royal navy). color-coding ended in 1864, when the entire navy brethren 54 adopted the white ensign (as
nelson had recommended decades before). thereafter, the blue ensign was reserved for government
departments and vessels crewed or commanded by members of the naval reserve, while the red ensign was
made officially available to the general public as well as merchantmen (which had been using it unofficially for
some time). special warrants were issued authorizing various yacht clubs to use one of the three ensigns,
usually with a “defacing” badge or emblem superimposed.

broad in/on
[1] “broad in the beam” refers to a wide-hulled ship. [2] “broad on the beam” signifies 90° from dead ahead on
either side. [3] “broad on the bow” means a relative bearing of 45° (to starboard) or 315° (to port). [4] “broad
on the quarter” means midway between abeam and astern (135° from dead ahead).

broadside on
[1] facing a ship’s side. [2] with waves on the beam.

broom at the masthead
[1] in the days of sailing ships, a long-handled broom worn at the masthead signified that the vessel was for
sale and bids would be welcome. [2] there is a tradition (possibly apocryphal) that dutch admiral michael
adriaansoon de ruyter hoisted a broom on his flagship to signify he had swept the british fleet aside during his
daring raid in the thames estuary in 1667. [3] in the modern usn a broom is sometimes raised to the masthead
to show that the vessel has been awarded a battle efficiency pennant.

brown paper warrant
One issued on a captain’s authority and revocable by him.

brown shirt
Personnel working on a usn aircraft carrier flight deck wear colored shirts for easy identification. brown shirts
are worn by plane captains and flight deck petty officers. brown-shoe: former usn slang for officers in naval
aviation (cf. black-shoe). seldom used since khakis were introduced and all officers wear brown shoes.

brown water operations
Naval activity along the littoral in navigable riverine and estuarine areas and extending perhaps 150 kilometers
(about 100 miles) offshore. this is the area in which navies interact with land forces, coastal traffic, and much
of a nation’s economic activity by making close offshore and inshore approaches to hostile or friendly land
masses. see also blue water, green water, and littoral operations. brunswick’s “kraken”: shortly after world war
ii, captain arne gr?annings?ter reported that, during the 1930s, the royal norwegian navy’s auxiliary tanker
brunswick had been attacked three times off samoa by a giant squid. in each case the creature had pulled
alongside, paced the ship for a while and then, possibly mistaking it for a whale, wrapped its tentacles around
the hull and attempted to overturn or pull the vessel down. it eventually slipped off the greasy steel plates and
was minced by the ship’s propellers, but might well have succeeded if it had attacked a wooden vessel of
one-tenth the burden. this story raises three questions. • how could the creature have mistaken a 15,000 ton
tanker for a 200 ton whale? • why did a (presumably) sound-sensitive animal ignore the noise of brunswick’s
propulsion system to approach the ship? • why did captain gr?annings?ter wait two decades before reporting
the incident? the first two remain open, but it seems reasonable to assume that the captain waited until
retirement, fear- 55 brunswick’s ing ridicule that would harm his naval career. (see also kraken, monsters of
the deep, and the appendix.)

bugeye
A chesapeake bay oyster dredger, descended from both the log canoe and the baltimore clipper. about 60 feet
(18 m) long, with a graceful clipper bow, ample midship section, and sharp stern. it was originally built of nine
long logs, but later used frame and planking construction. two tall masts, raked sharply aft, carried sails that
were sharp-headed long before marconi rig was introduced.

bugle calls
In the 16th century english army, trumpets were used for cavalry commands and drums for infantry, but
gradually the bugle took over from the latter (a royal marines bugler is still called a drummer). to avoid
confusion between different units, british bugle calls were standardized late in the reign of king george iii. in
the united states, some bugle calls were inherited from the british, most were adopted from the french by the
continental army, and a few are home-grown. the wide range of bugle calls for command and control are made
easier to remember by “mnemonics” (systematic methods for helping the memory when recall is required). in



this case, words or rhymes are developed which are both relevant to the activity and have a cadence matching
the rhythm of the bugle notes. there may be many calls during a day, but some of the most important are those
which begin and end it, known respectively as “reveille” and “last post” (brit.) or “taps” (u.s.). the custom of
rousing troops with music goes back to the roman legions who were awakened by horns playing a hymn to the
goddess diana—even though english-speaking nations name their wake-up calls after the french word
reveiller (to awaken) the french still call theirs “la diana.” music of the american “reveille” was composed in
1890 by john philip sousa, then leader of the marine corps band, to words written by robert j. burdett. the
best-known mnemonic phrase comes at the end of each stanza: i can’t get ’em up! i can’t get ’em up! i can’t
get ’em up in the morning! i can’t get ’em up! i can’t get ’em up! i can’t get ’em up at all! the british army bugle
call which most lay-people call “reveille” is correctly known as “rouse.” the real reveille is seldom played
because it is so long. neither of these is played in the royal navy, which uses a third bsa 56 bugle call named
for some obscure reason charlie reveille. one royal marine drummer (i.e., bugler) told the author he thought
this might be because it is the third wake-up call and charlie is the third letter of the phonetic alphabet. another
suggested that the opening mnemonics were originally “charley! charley!” rather than “wakey! wakey!” but no
one seems to know for sure. there are numerous unofficial mnemonics, many totally unprintable. the most
generally accepted version beginning with: wakey! wakey! time to get out of bed! wakey! wakey! rise up and
shine! wakey! wakey! get up and wash yourself! wakey! wakey! lash up and stow! americans mark the end of
the day with “taps” which probably got its name either from a british infantry signal for the spigots on beer
barrels to be closed (see tattoo) or from the drum tapping which was an alternative to a bugle call. there are
conflicting stories about how the current version came about, both set in 1862. one says that union army
captain robert ellicombe rescued a mortally-wounded confederate soldier, only to find it was his musician son
who had enlisted on the other side without telling his father. in the boy’s pocket were some musical notes he
had been working on and ellicombe had them played at the funeral. however, the story generally accepted by
the u.s. military says that general daniel butterfield, a brigade commander in the union army of the potomac,
found the borrowed french bugle call “l’extinction des feux” too formal and summoned bugler oliver norton to
play revisions he had made to an earlier tune. the result was so hauntingly beautiful that it rapidly spread
throughout the army, and was even usurped by some confederate units. after the civil war, it was officially
adopted by the navy, and is now used by all u.s. armed forces. unofficial mnemonic words are in part: day is
done, gone the sun. from the lakes, from the hills, from the sky. all is well, safely rest. god is nigh the british
“last post” originated as part of the 17th century tattoo ceremony. as night approached, the duty officer, orderly
sergeant, and a drummer-bugler made the rounds of all sentry posts to ensure they were properly manned.
when they began, “first post “was sounded on the bugle. the party then went from station to station,
accompanied by the beating drum until another bugle call signaled that the “last post” had been reached.
unofficial mnemonics begin: come home! come home! the last post is sounding for you to hear all good
soldiers know very well there is nothing to fear while they do what is right both the “last post” and “taps” are
“closure music,” and have been widely-used at funerals and remembrance ceremonies. on those occasions,
they are often followed, after a moment of silence, by reveille or rouse to symbolize rebirth.

bull ensign
Usn slang for the senior ensign on board (reputedly named after admiral “bull” halsey who assigned specific
duties to that officer). see also george ensign.

bullhorn
A powerful directional electric megaphone.

bullrope
[1] the most weight-bearing line in a cargo hoist. [2] the line used to hoist a topgallant or topmast. bull’s eye:
[1] a thick convex glass disc fitted to a door, deck, or skylight c to admit light. [2] a similar disc used to
concentrate the rays of artificial light from a lamp or candle. 57 bull’s

bully boy
[1] in normal conversation this term refers to a hired ruffian. [2] it is also a term of endearment, as in “my bully
boy” (from the old dutch boele = sweetheart). [3] in naval poems and chanteys it originally meant “beef-eating
seaman” in reference to the pickled meat served at sea. [4] the dictionary definition of bully includes dashing,
jovial, blustering, quarrelsome, and good friend, all of which could be considered to refer to “jolly jack tar.”

bumph
Rn slang for toilet paper and hence administrative paperwork.

bumwad
Usn slang for toilet paper.

bundleman
Former slang for a married sailor. when paying off, seamen were allowed to buy provisions at bargain prices,
so one with a family to support could be recognized by the bundle he carried ashore. bunga-bunga: seldom
used today, this rn slang for a hoax is based on an anecdote (possibly apocryphal) telling how the channel
fleet, lying in weymouth bay, was alerted to the arrival of a siamese prince on an official tour of inspection. the
side was manned to greet the distinguished visitor with all the courtesies appropriate to his rank. the prince
could speak no english and had no interpreter, but praised everything he was shown with the comment
“bungabunga.” only after he and his entourage had been piped over the side and taken ashore was it
revealed that they were students from oxford university responding to a dare.



bunket
The blade of a paddle-wheel. (also float.)

bunt
The middle section of a sail.

bunts
Rn slang for a signalman (short for “bunting-tosser”).

buoyage region
The international association of lighthouse authorities designates virtually every system of maritime buoyage
as belonging to one of two regions. the coastal countries of north and south america and japan form region
“b,” while almost all other coastal countries are in region “a.” the shape of buoys is the same in both regions
but, confusingly, inbound ships are required to keep red-painted ones to port in region “a” and to starboard in
region “b.”

bupers
Bureau of naval personnel (usn).

burden/burthen
The cargo capacity of a ship. originally based on how many 252-gallon tuns of wine it could hold. (see
tonnage.)

burial at sea
In this simple but dignified ceremony the body is sewn into a canvas sheet or bag, traditionally the deceased’s
own hammock. the sewer was formerly awarded one guinea for each corpse sewn up. the last stitch of the
huge sailmaker’s needle tra- bully 58 ditionally goes through the nose of the corpse to ensure no spark of life
remains—this practice probably originated in the early 1790s, when captain william hargood of hms hy?na,
who had succumbed to a fever, was being prepared for burial, but came back to life when the needle
accidentally pierced his nose. (hargood recovered to lead a distinguished career. at the battle of trafalgar, his
ship hms belleisle fought on after being completely dismasted, leading nelson to exclaim “nobly done,
hargood!” later, he became honorary colonel-commandant of the royal marines and naval commander in chief
at plymouth.) heavy weights (originally cannonballs) are placed inside the bag to prevent the body from being
raised to the surface by the gases of decomposition. the burial ship’s ensign and those of nearby vessels are
halfmasted while the captain or chaplain reads the burial service. then the body is piped over the side as it
slides gently from under an ensign draped over it. after the funeral it’s an rn custom for the masterat- arms or
coxswain to auction off the decedent’s kit. (see personal effects disposal.)

burma road
Rn colloquialism for the main corridor in a warship. named after a world war ii supply route used to deliver
allied aid to china.

burn bag
A receptacle for classified or secret papers that are to be burned or otherwise destroyed.

buscarle
An anglo-saxon ship captain. (see saxon seapower.)

busk
To cruise as a pirate in search of prey.

butter bars
Usn enlisted slang for an ensign (based on the color of his rank insignia).

buy boat
A large vessel, at least 50 feet (15m) long, that cruised up and down chesapeake bay, buying the daily catch
from oyster dredgers and taking it to market for resale, thus enabling the working boats to stay out longer.
these vessels are still in service to carry and plant seed oysters on behalf of the state.

buy the farm
This euphemism for being killed originated during world war i when the united states navy issued life
insurance policies to enlisted seamen. at a time when the vast majority had rural origins, they saw the face
value of these policies as enough to pay off the mortgage on their families’ acreage. buys-ballot’s law:
rule-of-thumb which allows mariners to estimate the location and direction of a storm center. dutch
meteorologist c.h.d. buys-ballot (1817–90) showed that this will lie about 90° to the right of an observer facing
the wind in the northern hemisphere, or to the left in the southern. periodic observations will then indicate its
relative movement, and on which side of its track the observer is located.

buza
A viking cargo ship, similar to a knorr but with higher gunwhales.

by guess and by god
This expression, which today means embarking on an enterprise without adequate preparation, was originally
applied to navigation by dead (deduced) reckoning. this involved approximating the ship’s position by
calculating the distance run on various headings, adjusting for estimated winds and currents, and modifying
the result according to the navigator’s experience. in the final analysis, this was little more than guesswork,
leaving it up to the supreme being to guide the ship safely.



by your leave
Usn courtesy request to overtake a senior officer while walking. the senior returns the junior’s salute and
responds “permission granted” or “carry on.”

byrdingur
A viking coastal cargo vessel. c

cable markings
Colored stripes or twist of wire on the anchor chain to indicate how much of it is out.

caddie of cadboro bay
The existence of a sea serpent in the waters off south vancouver island is recorded by the salish indians, in
folk tales which speak of t’chain-ko, a strange but friendly aquatic creature. the first reports, made by white
settlers in the 1920s, have been followed by some 200 reported sightings up to the present day. as well as
individual sightings, the creature has been seen by groups of up to 30 people. once called the sea hag, it is
now popularly known as caddie. described as being the size of a whale, it is said to be long and thin, with a
slender neck, supporting a horse- or camel-like head topped by a jagged mane-like crest, well-defined nostrils,
no visible ears, a lengthy beard and whiskers, long sharp fangs, a snakelike tongue, and huge bulbous black
eyes, glowing with reddish-green luminosity. eyewitnesses have called the beast’s visage everything from
loveable to horrifying. they include such reputable persons as major w. h. langley, a wellknown barrister and
amateur marine biologist; f. w. kemp, an official of the provincial archives; j. t. brown, chief justice of
saskatchewan; and captain paul sowerby of west vancouver. on another occasion, fisherman david webb
reported in some detail: i was fishing out of cadboro bay in 1941 ... and a southeast gale started blowing so i
decided it was time to go into the harbour.... suddenly, near where i moored my boat, i saw a strange animal
come up out of the water a thing with about a five or six foot neck on it. it had a head something like a camel....
judging by the length of the neck, i imagined it to be another 20 feet or so in the water, but i couldn’t see below
the surface.... i have seen sea lions, basking sharks, whales, but i have never seen anything like this in my
life. other sightings of a smaller but similar creature without whiskers or mane are believed to have been of the
creature’s mate, dubbed amy. in 1968, captain bill hagelund claimed to have captured a 40 cm (16 inch) infant
of the same species. he planned to take the creature to the pacific biological station, but released it when he
feared its frantic struggles would result in death. in 1992, after extensive study, marine scientists paul leblond
of the university of british columbia and e.l. bousfield of the royal british columbia museum notified the
american society of zoologists of the probable existence of a surviving marine dinosaur, which they baptized
with the scientific name cadborosaurus willsi, category cryptid—cadboro, after the bay; saurus, meaning
lizard-like; willsi, after archie wills the newspaper editor who first drew world attention to the creature; and
cryptid, meaning species for which there is no confirmation— see cryptozoology.

caique
[1] a small single-masted levantine sailing vessel with a sprit mainsail and square topsail. [2] a turkish 10–12
oared skiff used on the golden horn of istanbul.

cakes and wine
Usn slang for the bread and water served to prisoners under punishment.

calender
To press sailcloth between hot steel rollers to flatten it and make it more durable.

caliber/calibre
[1] the internal diameter (bore) of a gun barrel. [2] the external diameter of a bullet or shell. [3] quality or
strength of character (e.g., a high-caliber candidate).

california current
A southeastward flow along the coast of baja california which swings westward to form part of the north
equatorial current. cable 60

calk
Alternate spelling of caulk.

call away
Pipe ordering a crew to prepare for a specific evolution such as “call away boat crew,” or “call away working
party.”

call mission
An air support sortie mounted extemporaneously by naval aircraft in response to a request by the supported
unit.

callianti
A long, slow rowing style, in which the oarsmen rise from their thwarts with each stroke. popular in malta, italy,
and elsewhere in the mediterranean.

cam ship
The “catapult aircraft merchantman” was a british world war ii attempt to cover the atlantic air gap by
equipping merchantmen with bowmounted catapults to launch fighter planes against german long-range
aircraft that located convoys and directed u-boats to them. the cam ship had no flying-off or landing deck, so
the pilot had to ditch near a recovery vessel and the plane would be lost. thirty-five conversions were made,
the first five being taken into the royal navy, while the rest sailed with their regular merchant crews. the aircraft



were flown by raf pilots from a specially formed merchant ship fighter unit. in the two years they were in
service (1940–41) twelve cam ships were sunk through enemy action. eight catapult launchings were made,
and six enemy aircraft were shot down. this shortterm emergency solution was discontinued after arrival of the
mac ship.

can buoy
A flat-topped buoy. can-do: [1] slang abbreviation of “it can be done” or “i can do it.” probably derived from
pidgin chinese. [2] in the usn the term is used to praise a ship which is efficient or an individual who gets
things done.

canadian navy
A half-hearted attempt to found a canadian maritime force was made in 1881 when the country was just 14
years old. a steam-powered wooden vessel was purchased but allowed to rot at moorings, and it was not until
1910 that the royal canadian navy was officially created. when world war ii broke out, that force amounted to
six destroyers, four minesweepers, and three auxiliaries, but when it ended, it was the world’s third largest,
with 434 vessels in commission. in 1968, canada’s armed forces merged, with the naval component being
named maritime command. it is now 28th in the world.

canal effect
See “channel effect.”

canaries current
A broad, shallow, slow-moving drift current that flows southwestward from the bay of biscay along the coast of
africa to senegal where it turns westward towards the canary islands.

cannibalize
To remove serviceable parts from one aircraft, ship, or piece of equipment in order to repair another.

cannon ball
[1] a large round solid metal projectile. the preferred naval term is shot. [2] u.s. naval academy slang for baked
candied apples served to midshipmen on special occasions. a dozen are served to each table and tradition
holds that any volunteer who manages to eat all twelve is granted “carry on” privileges (freedom from
harassment by upperclassmen) for the rest of the semester.

cannon firing
See gun firing.

cape agulhas
The southernmost point of the african continent. the name, which is portuguese for “needles,” refers to the
rocks and reefs that have wrecked many ships. its meridian of 20°e is the official boundary between the
atlantic and indian oceans.

cape breton current
A flow originating in the gulf of st. lawrence and flowing through the southwestern part of cabot strait to merge
with the labrador current extension.

cape hatteras mystery
On january 29, 1921, the five-masted schooner carroll a. deering passed the cape lookout lightship whose
keeper reported that the crew seemed to be milling about aimlessly. next day, the ship passed the ss lake elon
whose log noted deering seemed to be steering a peculiar course. the day after that, c.p. brady of the cape
hatteras coast guard station spotted a vessel aground and helpless on the shoals with decks awash. due to
heavy seas, boats failed to reach the wreck, whose sails were set, while lifeboats and anchors were missing.
finally, on the morning of february 4, uscg cutter manning and the wrecker rescue reached the battered ship.
captain james carlson boarded and confirmed it was the deering. he found food laid out in preparation for a
meal, but no sign of the crew or their personal belongings. key navigational equipment and the ship’s papers
were also missing. no trace of any of them has ever been discovered.

cape horn
A promontory at the southern tip of south america, famous for the severity of its storms and the difficulty of
making an east-west passage under sail.

cape of good hope
A rocky headland on the atlantic coast of south africa. although it is about 150 kilometers (90 miles) from the
southernmost point of africa (cape aguhlas), it is the place where a west-to- east circumnavigation becomes
more eastward than southward. thus, rounding the cape in 1488 was a psychologically important milestone in
the portuguese effort to establish a trade route to the orient.

capesize
A vessel too large to pass through the suez canal and hence forced to circumnavigate the south african cape
of good hope. cf. panamax, mallacamax.

capitaner
The command ship of a mediterranean galley fleet.

caprail
The top of a bulwark.



capstan drill
The former practice of making boys and younger seamen jump repeatedly off the drum of a capstan while
keeping their legs straight. for some obscure reason, this was supposed to deepen their high-pitched voices.

captain of the fleet/fleet captain
This title was canvas 62 first used by the venetians for the officer in command of their entire galley fleet. only a
noble was entitled to that rank, but a commoner could become armirriao (admiral) commanding a division of
the main fleet. during the 18th century an overworked royal navy flag officer sometimes unofficially appointed
one of his officers to act as his chief of staff, with the post being variously titled assistant to the admiral, first
captain, adjutant of the fleet, or captain of the fleet. this arrangement, and the latter title, became official in
1782 when king george iii proclaimed that a captain of the fleet, no matter what his substantive rank, should
hold effective seniority below the most junior rear admiral and be entitled to the pay and allowances of a rear
admiral so long as he held the post. this settled a longstanding dispute over the relative standing of a captain
of the fleet, but did not define his specific responsibilities and authority. these were not officially detailed until
1913, when kings regulations & admiralty instructions, chapter xii defined that officer’s “general duties”:

captain of the heads
Slang term for the seaman assigned to cleaning toilets.

caramousal
A 16th/17th century turkish merchantman with a narrow pink-like stern. used especially for grain transport.

carcatus
The legal term for a fully-freighted ship.

cards
For a long time decks of cards were forbidden at sea. because of their connection with fortune telling they
were thought of as the devil’s picture books. some said that tearing up a deck, and tossing it overboard, would
produce a favorable change in the wind.

careen
To heel a ship so that one side of its hull can be cleaned, maintained, or repaired in the absence of a dry dock.
derived from the latin for keel = carina (cf. grave).

career tracking
In most navies, surface warfare officers follow career specialties until they reach flag rank, the three main
areas of expertise being deck (seamanship and navigation), engineering, and weaponry. officers on each track
are expected to acquire broad understanding of the other two, but to concentrate on mastering the
increasingly complex details of their specialty. one of the major exceptions is the united states navy, which
expects all its line officers to be trained in and rotate through each of these functions. this tends to produce
very capable and well-rounded generalists, but fewer experts in any one field of endeavor— this is especially
true of shiphandling, where some destroyer and cruiser captains lack the experience and confidence to dock
these maneuverable vessels under their own power and engage tugboats and pilots even to enter easy berths
on calm days.

cargo box
See shipping container.

cargo classification
To sort military cargo by type or function for tactical loading.

cargo cluster
An assemblage of ultra-bright lights that facilitates cargo handling at night.

cargo net
Meshed rope netting used to lift and load or off-load cargo.

cargo space
Defines all areas available for stowing cargo, as opposed to engine room, crew quarters, passenger space,
etc.
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